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INTERIM OPINION: BOARD START-UP PROCEDURES 

I. Summary 

By Decision (D.) 97-02-014, the Commission established hvo advisory boards: 

the Low Income Govenling Board (LIGB) and the California Board for Energy 
. , . ' ' . 

E((iciency (eBB E), forn\erly Energy Efficiency Independent Board (EEIB), to make 

recommendations about low-income assistance and energy efficiency programs in the 

restructured electric industry. That decision, and subsequent decisioJiS and assigned 

Administrative Law Judge (AL]) rulings, sct forth the tasks and milestones required to 

implement the transition (tom current utility administration of these programs to the 

new, independent administrative structure. Today's decision addresses the initial 

round of start-up (ilings made by the CBBE and LIGB, collectively referred to as "the 

Boards/~ pursuant to Commission direction. \Ve focus today only on those start-up 

issul.~ that require immediate attention. \Ve will address other start-up issues by 

subsequent CommissIon order. 

In general, we are very pleased with the progress made by both Boards and 

appreciate the hard work and diligence shown by Board members, utilities, and other 

participants to date. \Ve arc encouraged to see that no major barriers have arisen to 

accomplishing the transition to independent administration of low-in<~ome and energy 

efficiency programs. This decision reatfirms the important role of the Advisory Boards, 

while more precisely detailing the roles of the Boards and how they are to (unction. 

Specifically, we set deadlines of October I, 1998 and January 1, 1999 (or 

completion of the transition to the new energy efficiency and low-in(ome program 

administrators, respectively. The utilities arc authorized to continue as administrators 

of these programs in the interim. \Ve reject the recommendation to appoint slate 

agencies as h\tNim administr<ltors, as proposed by several parties. However, we may 

revisit this approach should the transition not be con\pleted by our specified deadlines. 

\Ve also reiterate our expectation that some programs and aclivities may transilion 

carJier to the new administrators. 
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For 1998 energy efficiency programs, the utilities are directed to replace the 

existing Advice LeUer process with a joint utility /CBEE planning process 

recommended by CBEE. Consistent with the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling dated 

August 11 19971 the utilities, including Southern California Gas Company (SoCal), shall 

file applications (or 1998 program plans on: October I, 1997. These pJans should include 

proposed revisions to demand-side management (DSM) rules, program designs and 

shareholder incentives. The utilities are also directed to include deSCriptions of their 

plans to coordinate customer information services regarding energy efficiency with 

their plans to educate customers about their energy choices. 

Regarding the 1998 program costs associated with pre-I998 commitn\ents, we 

defer cost recovery or ratemaking decisions until we have the opportunity to coordinate 

this issue with deVelopments in other phases of the dectrie restructuring proceeding. In 

the meantime, we direct the utilities to propose accounting mechanisms to track the 

costs o( pre-1998 commitments until we are able to develop a consistent approach. \Ve 

adopt CBEE's proposals to reasonably limit the level o( these commitments during the 

transition to a new administrative structure. 

Today's decision authorizes funding augmentations (or Board starl-up costs, 

consistent with CBEE's and LIGB's proposed 1997 budgets. For their start-up activities, 

including the deVelopment of a Request lor Proposals lor the new administrators, 

CBEE and LIGB arc authorized a total of $905,300 and $839,000, respectively. These 

amounts represent a very small percentage of annual program funding. Funding is 

provided by the ulilities as an advance (rom expected 1998 funds from the public goods 

surcharge. Any untlsed amounts will be available (or 1998. \Ve also direct otlr Energy 

Division to conduct annual financial and administrative audits of operations [or both 

Boards, for the years 1997, 1998, and 1999. 

In response to comments on CBEWs transition plan, we dired COEB to define the 

role and activities of the new administrators consistent with the general functions 

destribed in 0.97-02-014. We emphasize that project development and agreements with 

customers should be left to private companies. \Ve also direct CBEE to obtain qualified 
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analytic support services to review program effectiveness, rather than delegate that 

function to the new administrator. 

On the issue of legal structure for the Boards, we note that, pending furthcr 

resolution of important tax issues, it is premature to issue a final decision regarding the 

correct approach for administering funds authorized (or CBEE and UGS activities. 

Consistent with the approach recently taken {or the California High Cost Fund and 

California Teleconnect Fund (Resolution T-I6071, dated August I, 1997), we adopt an 

interim plan {or moving (onvard. 

Specifically, we direct the Boards to revise their proposed bylaws and other legal 

dOCuments consistent with today's order, and file those docum.ents together with 

proposed trust agrccments as con\pJiance filings for our revie\\'. The Boards are also 

directed to initiate steps to request a presubmission conference with the Internal 

Revenue Service (IRS) to address any concerns the IRS may have regarding the use of a 

trust, and to explain why the chosen structure is appropriate under state law to carry 

out the COl'llmission's purposes. Following a presttbmission conference with the IRS, 

the CBEE and UGB shall provide the COInmission with a status report plus further 

recommendations regarding the issue of Jegal structure and tax~exempt status. 

In the meantin\(', we extend the current arrangements for payments and contract 

signing set forth in 0.97-05-041 until we issue final approv~l of a legal structure. The 

utilities shall continue to make payments from the accounts set up to record and track 

the Boards' start-up funds, and we have already designated a utility for each of the 

Boards so that the utility can execute contracts. 

On an interim basis, we adopt the Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC) 

standard Conflict of Interest Code, 2 Cal. Code of Regulations § 18730, for both L1GE 

and CBEE. For purposes of applying these rules, the term "designated employees" is 

defined as including aU Board members. The disclosure ('iltegories include any 

investment or business position in, or income from, any of the following: 1) an electric 

utility corporalion, gas utility corporation, or energy service company, or parent or 

subsidiary thereof, or any entity which regularly supplies energy to these entitiesj and 

2) an ('ntily sc('king to provide any product or service related to the Board's ftlnction or 
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that has pJans to come before the Board or its program administrator seeking funds that 

this Board administers or o\'ersccs. As described in this decision, the conflict-of-interest 

rules adopted today may be revisited in light of the revisions to the Commission's 

Conflict of Interest Code and Statement of IncompatibiJity, or other circumstances that 

warrant modification of Ihese interim rules: 

Today's decision also addreSses the Boards' requC'st to modify our per dien .. and 

expense reimbursement mJes. In recognition that the use of subcommittees may be the 

most etfident approach 10 accon\pJishing Board tasks, we extend the per diem 

provisions of D.97-04-044 to Board member attendance at subcommittee meetings that 

are noticed in accordance with the requirements of the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act 

(Bagley-Keene). These provisions are extended until December 31, 1998. However, we 

deny the Boards' request to permit per diem for Board merhbcr attendance at Advisory 

Committee meetings. As discussed in this decision, we consider Board member 

attendance at such meetings to be preparation work, (or which we continue to deny per 

diem compensation. 

\Ve dired the Boards to make other modifications to their start-up filings. CBEE 

is directed to delete indemnification provisions that would commit representation 

through the office of the Califomia AUomey General. Both Boards are directed to 

reflect in their bylaws our expcctation that the selection and screening of the persons to 

(iIJ vacancies on the Boards are our de<: is ions to make. 

\Ve also address several issues relating 10 the Bagtey-Keene} Gov't Code § 11120-

11132. First, we clarify that if there is a deliberation or action by any Board 

subcommittee composed of three or more persons, then the meeting of this 

subcommittee n\ust be notked in thc manner required by Bagley-Keene. lion'cver, a 

subcommittee composed of Jess than three is not subject to this requirement, and thus, it 

is permitted to gather and exchange information, as well as develop reports which 

include recommendations, in a nonpubHc setting. 

Second, we determine that Dagley-Keene applies 10 the meeting of the Technical 

Advisory Committee if it is constituted as an advisory committee to the CBEE within 

the meaning of the Go\'ernment Code § 11121.8. 
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Third, we find that the dosed session provision of Bagley-Keene (Gov't Code 

§ 11126) does not apply to consideration of the appointment, employment, or dismissal 

of any consultants, staff or administrator who are hired as independent contractors. 

Howe\'er, if the Boards were to hire "employees," then the provision would apply. 

Fourth, We dete(mine that Government Code § 11 1 23(b) allo\\'s teleconferencing 

when necessary to assemble a quorum. Howevcc, we strongly encourage the Boards to 

attempt to have all participating members in one place for any mcctin~ and to use 

teleconferencing only as a last resort. \\'e do prohibit the Boards from teleconferencing 

if there is no quorum physically present. \Ve also note that the authority [or 

teleconferencing will be short-lived because Government Code § 11123(b) currently is 

effective only until January 1,1998. 

Fifth, we direct the Boards to modify lallguage in their proposed bylaws to 

eliminate proxy voting and the possibility that a votc on a particular issue could occur 

when a quorum is not present. 

Sixth, we direct the Boards to spell out in their bylaws all the opportunities for 

recognizing public members during their Board meetings, and to make as many 

opportunities available as possible consistent with their obligation to conduct business 

in an orderly fashion. Finally, we note that Bagley-Keene does not mandate a spe(ific 

method or means for public inspection or distribution of documents (e.g., hard copy or 

electronically). However, we encourage the Boards to take advantage of several options 

suggested by commenting parties, and note that tees for copies of pubJic records can be 

charged if the costs become exhorbitant. 

Today's decision also adopts the consensus recommcndations of the California 

Energy Commission (CEC), Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), San Diego Gas &. 

Electric Company (SDG&E), and Southern California Edison Company (SCE) regarding 

funding transfer issues for renewablcs energy sourccs and research, development and 

demonstration (RD&D). By separate order we will address the remaining 

nonconsensus issue, namely, which utilities are responSible for payment of the 

$75 million renewablcs payment to the CEC, identified in Public Utilities (PU) Code 

§ 381(c)(3) and Cd). \Ve will also address by separate order SCE's June 3, 1997 Petition 
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for Modification of D.97-O.J-O.J4 and Clarification of Commission RD&D Balancing 

Account Policy. 

In light of the issues addressed in today's decision, \\'e recognize that the 

assigned ALJ may nccd to consider whether r~visions to the current procedural 

schedule arc required. \Ve dired the assigned ALJ to hold a further implementation 

workshop to address scheduling and procedural issues, as soon as practkable. In the 

meantime, the Boards should continue working towards the procedural milestones 

established to date by the assigned ALJ and assigned Commissioner rulings. 

II. Background 

Since the issuance of 0.97-02-014, there have been numerous filings rnade in 

compliance with the procedural roadmap outlined in that decision and in the assigned 

ALl's implementation rulings. We briefly describe the filings rnade to date. 

On June 5, 1997, pursuant to 0.97-02-014 Ordering Paragraph 7, PG&E, SCE, 

SDG&E, and SoCal filed 1996 authorized funding levels for gas DSM and for gas and 

electric tow-income rate assistance programs, by program category. This filing 

identified the funding amounts to be transferred to the new energy efficiency and 

low-income program administrators for these programs. On June 9, 1997, SCE, PG&E, 

and SDG&E filed a description of current utility programs and staffing to identify 

relevant assets and program commitments. Comments on these filings Were solicited 

by ALJ Ruling dated June 18, 1997. 

On July 18, 1997, the UGB and CBEE fired their interim reports on start-up 

procedures for Commission review and approval, pursuant to D.97-02-014 and the 

milestone schedule established by assigned A LJ Ruling.' The CBEll supplemented its 

filing 01\ July 30, 1997. The reports included proposed bylaws and other Board start-up 

documents, proposed 1997 budgets, recommended timelines and milestones (or the 

transition to the new administrators, proposals for funding current utility commitments 

I Sec ALl's Ruling Modifying Milestones For Implementation of D.97..Q2-014, May 28,1997. 
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during the transition, and requests (or clarification concerning legal stmcture and the 

application of Bagley-Keene. Comnlt'nts were filed by PG&E, SDG&E, seE, SoCal, 

CEC, California Department of General Services (DGS), Energy Pacific, National 

Assodation of Energy Service Compantes (NAF.5CO), OUice o( Ratepayer Advocates 

(ORA), Sierra Club, the Residential Energy Services Conlpanies' United Effort and 

SFSCO, Inc. (RESCUE/SESCO). 

On August 22, 1997, CBEB filed its Response to ALJ Request (or Clarification and 
c • 

Comment on CBEE Start-Up Filing and Transition Report (CBEE Response). 

On August 28, 19971 UGB filed a respOnse to the comn\ents of RESCUE/SESCO. 

On August 29,1997, UGS filed its Response to the ALJls Request for Clarification on 

UGB Projected Ttat\Sition Dates (UGB ResponSe). 

On Juty 30,1997, thc·CEC, PG&E,SCH, and SDG&E filed a JOint Statement 

Listing Agrccinents on PubHc Purpose Program Funding Transfer Issues On Renewables 

and Research, Development altd Demonstration (RD&D), pursuant to ALl Ruling dated 

June 18, 1997 aoint Statement). 

III. Issues 

The filings submitted to date raise several issues that require Commission action. 

Both Boards advise the Commission that the new administrative structure (or energy 

efficiency and low-income progran\s will not be operational by January I, 1993. They 

request (ormal Commission action to extend the current utility administrative stmcture, 

pursuant to Ordering Paragraph 9 of 0.97-02-014. The CBEE also presents 

recommendations (or Commission direction to the utilities on program administration 

during 1998, along with recommendations for comillitments (rom prc-I998 programs. 

The Boards present projected 1997 budgets and request Commission approval o( 

increases to the slart-up funds authorized in D.97-04-044. They present proposed 

bylaws and other start-up documents (or Commission approval, including (onOict o( 

interest, per diem, and expense reimbursement rules. In addiHon, the CBEE requests 

Commission approval o( a legal structure (or the Board and requests authorization to 
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execute contracts or hire staff. The eBEn also seeks further Commission clarification 

concerning the application of Bagley-Keene to Board activities. 

IV. ExtensiOn 6f Utility Program Administration 

The CBEE filing includes specific milestones and estimates for the time required 

to both retain new independent administrators and deJiver energy efficiency services to 

the market. These estimates reflect the need to follow and apply state procurement 

rules in the competitive procurement process to be used in sdectlng the new 

administrators. The eBEE now projects that a new administrators could be in place 

some time between OCtober 1, 1998 and December 15, 1998. The CBEll recommends 

that the Commission authorize utilities to continue administering energy efficiency 

programs on an interim basis until at least September 3D, 1998. 

The LIGB presents preliminary estimates of the activities necessary to develop a 

request for p'roposal (RFP) and to select the program administrators under state 

procurement rules. LIGB projects that the procurement process may take a minimum of 

seven months. Ac(ordingly, the LIGB recommends that the Commission extend the 

(Urrent structure for operation of the utility programs until December 31,1998. In its 

August 29, 1997 Response, LIGB projects a schedule that leads to a transition effective 

between April and August of 1999. 

In its comments, DGS argues that it is premature to conclude that uliJilics should 

serve as interim program administrators (or all energy efliciency activity pending 

(ompelilive seledion of permanent program administrators in 1998. DGS recommends 

that the CBEE review opportunities (or interim administration of programs by DGS, 

particularly where new programs arc to be implemented or where there is evidence of 

utility reluctance to maintain aggressive program implementation. Sierra Club also 

argues that utilities should not become the interim administrators by default and 

rc-commends that the CBEE invite for its consideration applications for interim program 

administration from the DGS and the Clre. 

RESCUE/SESCO argue that continuing the (urrent system of utility 

administration, as contemplated by the UGB and CBEn, has major disadvantages. In 
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RESCUE/SESCO's view, this approach is fraught with inherent conflicts of interest and 

would undermine the development of a competitive market. RESCUE/SESCO also 

argue that continuing utility administration of programs has the undesirable effect of 

continuing the cost of shareholder incentives, will prevent integrated statewide 

programs and will require the continuation of extensive regulatory oversight. 

RESCUE/SESCO recommend that the Commission order the LlGB and CBEE to use 

qualified state agencies to administer the programs during the transition while a full 

competitive bidding procedure is developed and implemented. 

SDG&E, SeE, and PG&E support continued use of utilities as interim program 

administrators. They encourage the Commission to extend the interim period until the 

end of 1998. In their view, a fixed period of one year will enSure a seamless transition 

by allowing for sonle overlap in the hand-off between interim utility administration and 

the new administrators_ 

Energy Pacific also supports the CBEE r~omn\endation that incumbent utilities 

be utilized as interim program administrators in 1998. However, Energy Pacific is 

concerned that utilities might attempt to hinder private energy efficiency service 

- providers from doing business in their service territories during 1998, and proposes 

new interim guidelines that it belie\'es would support rapid industry privatization. 

\Ve have carefully reviewed the Boards' filings and parties' comments with the 

policy dire<tives of 0.97-02-014 in mind. In that decision, we articulated the following 

expectations for the transfer of energy efficiency programs to the new administrator: 

"Our goal is that most jf not all of these steps will be completed by 
January I, 1998. However, we r~ognize that a (ull transition to this new 
administrative stmcture may not be completed by that date. Accordingly, 
energy efficiency programs will continue under the stewardship 0( 
utilities during the transitiOn. The Board will ensure that adequate 
surcharge funds arc retained by the utilities in order to continue energy 
efficiency services and programs while the new structure is becoming 
operational. Existing shareholder incentive mechanisms will continue to 
apply to prior program years and to the demand-side management 
programs under utility administration during this transition," 
(D.97-02-014, p. 36.) 
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\Ve reiterated these expectations, and those for low-income assistance programs, 

in the following Conclusions of Law: 

IIMost of the steps required to establish the administrative structure for 
energy eWdene)' described in this decision should be completed by 
January I, 1998. The steps required to establish the administrative 
structure for low-income programs should be completed by January I, 
1999." (D.97-02-014, Conclusion of Law 12.) 

'IThe respective boards for energy effidency and low income assistance 
programs should detenrtirte the pace and schedule for the transference of 
funclions,funding assets,ar\d program commitments froni utilities to the 
new administrators and phase-down of utility programs, as appropriate. 
During this transition, utilities should retain their stewardship of demand
side management programs funded in prior years and continue to 
implernent the adopted measurement and evaluation protocols. During 
this transition, the existing shareholder incentive mechanisms should 
continue to apply to utility DSM programs ... /' (D.97-02-014, Conclusion 
oi Law 6.) 

In Ordering PatJ,graph 9, We directed the Boards to report on the status of the 

development of a new administrative structure by nlid-I997. We further stated that, 

should the Boards report that additional time is needed, "the Commission will act to 

formally extend the current sllllclllrc for a fixed period of time." (Emphasis added.) 

During our implementation workshop on March II, 1997, it became dear that 

further Commission guidance would be needed regarding connict of interest rules~ 

indemnification, open meetings, the application of state procurement rules, start-up 

funding, per diem allowances, and expense reimbursement rules. These issues were 

addressed in D.97-04-044 issued on April 11, 1997. Further clarifications were requested 

by the Boards in late April concerning the applicability of state procurement rules to the 

Boards' acquisition of staff resources. By 0.97-05-041, isSued on May 7, 1997, we 

addressed this issue and made interim arrangements for payments and contract signing 

until the Boards had the legal and accounting capability to receh'e start-up funds. 

The Boards' start-up filings recognize that implementation of our policy goals for 

energy eflicienq' and low-income assistance programs will require more time than 

originally anticipated. \Ve share the disappointnient expressed by parties to this 
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proceeding over the delays. Howeverl we do not believe that the delays are 

unreasonable or unwarranted given the circumstances. Nor do we believe that having a 

state agency or agencies as interim administrators, as some parlies propose, is a 

reasonable reaction to the revised limeJines. 

In our view, this approach would significantly divert the resources of the Boards, 

Commission staff and interested parties away (ron~ the implementation activities 

necessary to competitively procure our new independent administrators, pursuant to 

0.97-05-041. Interagency contracts (or the interim administrators would need to be 

deVeloped by the Commission with input from the BOards and interested parties during 

the same time when issues related to Board legal structure, poticy niles, and RFPs (or 

the ('ompetitive procurement of administrators also need to be addressed. Moreover, 

the sclc<:tion of a state agency or agencies to administer programs in the interim could 

be confusing to energy service prOViders and customers alike. Th,ey ' ... ·ould be dealing 

with potentially three different entities Over a two-year period: the utilities for the 

remainder 011997, the new lIinterimll administrators for some part of 1998 and finally 

the permanent administrators selc<:ted by competitive bid. In SUIll, we are unwilling to 

dh'ert resources and attention at this lime (rom our goal of procuring administrators 

('ompetitively, as envisioned by D.97-05-Ml. 

At the same time, we are unwilling to create an opert-ended transition period. 

The Boards should continue to work aggressively towards completing the transition, 

particularly since we have addressed the issues that ('aused initial Board start-up 

delays. \Ve expeclthe new administrator (or energy efficiency programs to be fully in 

place and operating Cktober 1, 1998. For low-income assistance programs, we set a 

deadline 01 Janui\ry I, 1999, for ('ompletion of the transition to a new administr.ltor. \Ve 

believe that these deadlines r(,present reasonable eXpectations, given the range of 

timetines presented by the Boards.' At the same time, they fC'Oc<:t our commitment to 

a Por example, in its July 30, 1997 filing (p. 23), COER indicates that the administrators could be 
sc}(xtoo by mid-April, and (onlracls signed by the end of May, 1998. UGB presents a range of 

roolllole (olllitllu'" Ollllt'xt pelg.! 
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the changes envisioned in D.97-02-014 by establishing a fixed period of time for 

continuing the CUllent administrative structure. 

The UGB appears to be moving more slowly than the CBEE for various reasons, 

such as fewer Board members, a longer time horizon, and less industry pressure. \Vhile 

these arc valid issues, we do not believe the low-income program transition should take 

substantially longer than the energy e.tlicicncy program transition. \Ve arc setting a 

more ambitious goal for the transition than suggested by UGB. Our interest is to move 

to the new administrative stntcture as· soon as feasible, consistent with good program 

design and the legal process requirements. Fifteen months should be suffident to 

atcommodate all of these interests, especially since the Board has made a good starl 

already. In order to meet this goal, the UGB should acquire the necessary resources 

through Comrnission staff or short-term hires as soon as possible. In its timetable filed 

August 29, 1997, the Board delineated the components of the schedule necessary to 

have independent administration in place. \Ve note that the gUidelines we established 

in D.97-05-041 allow for a quicker process for obtaining nceded resources than assumed 

by the Board, and that the RFP timeline may be able to be accelerated if sufficient 

resources arc available. The LIGB should also inform the Commission of any other 

aclions required to meet this goal. 

By April 1, 1998, the CBBE should submit an updated status report on the 

transition process. The LIGB should submit its report no later than September I, 1998. 

Should it appear that the completion of the transition will not be met by our established 

deadlines, we will reconsider parties' proposals of having state agencies as interim 

administrators. \Ve may also explore the possibilities of using the services of firms 

through the relevant Master Scrvice Agreements, or take other actions as i:'ppropriate. 

\Ve expect that some programs and activities may transition earlier than others 

to the new administrators. As we stated in D.97-02-014, Conclusion of Law 6, ''It]he 

between May 1 and August 1,1999 (or the transition date. (Sec UGB's August 29, 1997 
Response, p. 2.) 
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respective boards for energy efficiency and low-income assistance programs should 

determine the pace and schedule for the transference of functions, (undin~ assets, and 

program commitments (rom utilities to the new administrators and phase-down of 

utility programs, as appropriate.1I \Ve reiterate our intention that the Boards manage 

this transference processl consistent with our policies and DSM rules.) 

As to RESCUE/SESCO's ConcenlS that the utilities will phase dO\\'n programs 

prematurely, we also reiterate our directive that "{d)uring this transition, utilities 

should retain their stewardship of demand-side management programs funded in prior 

years and continue to implement the adopted measurement and evaluation prot<xols." 

(0.97-02-014, Conclusion of Law 6.) \Ve expeCt the utilities to take this stewardship 

very seriously. In order to provide the Boards with information needed to monitor the 

transition, the ulitities are directed to prepare monthly reports comparing authorized 

funding (or energ}' efficiency iUi.d low-income programs with actual comni.itments and 

expenditures. These reports should be submitted to the Commission, with a copy to the 

Boards on the first of the month, beginning November I, 1997, through the transition 

period defined above. We will consider Board recommendations on how best to 

address unreasonable gaps in servicesl should they arise during the transition. 

This reporling requirernent will apply to gas programsl including those currently 

administered by SoCal. Under D.97-02-014, as clarified by 0.97-04-044, SoCal has the 

option of continuing to operate its own energy efficiency and low-income programs 

until a gas surcharge is in place. However, we reiterate our expectation that SoCal will 

work with the Boards and selected administrators to coordinate the planning and 

delivery of services. Although we temporarily dcCcrred imposing a gas surcharge on 

cllstomers of jurisdictional gas ulilitics1 we stated our intent in 0.97-06-108 not to delay 

such a charge indefinitely (Ordering Paragraph l(e». Therefore .. we believe it is 

) We nole that the Boards will propose modifications to these rules, which arc intended to 
shape the RFPs lor new administrators, in upcoming filings. The ntost recent v('rsion of our 
DSM rules is appended to D.97-08-OS7. 
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important that $oCal also participate in the process of providing the Boards with 

information that will be needed to ensure a smooth transition to the new administrative 

structure. 

V. CommissIon Direction TO UtilitIes During 1998 
-

In its July 18, 1997 Transitio~ Report (Part 1), the CBEE presents six basic options 

that it considered for directing utility energy efficiency activities during 1998. Options I 

through 5 range fronl continuing the status quo in terms of policy rules, programs, and 

approval processes, to modifying some or all of the above in varying degrees. Option 6 

would terminate all aspects of the current utility administrative structure as of 

December 311 1997, with the usc of carryover funds from prc-1998 programs to co\'er 

costs of pre-1998 commitn\ents. In its July 30, 1997 supplemental report, the CBEE 

presents its recommendations. 

In order to mcct the Commission's stated objectives, CBEE believes that it is. 

nC<'cssary to n\odify each of the three elements of the existing administrative structure 

(or 1998 activities: the approval process, the program design, alld the pOtley rules that 

govern program implemcnhltion. More specifically, CBEE recommends that the 

current Advice Letter process be replaced with an application process, which would 

include jOint utility /CBEE planning. The application process would become the forum 

(or considering modifications to current energy efficiency progranls and for considering 

new programs that ('xplicitly support market transformation and privatiza'tion goals. 

CBEE also believes that the current policy ntles, inCluding shareholder earnings 

nlEXhanisms, should be modified to be consistent with the Commission's energy 

cCficiency objectives and to reduce rcgulatory cost. Specific~'llly, CBEn recommends that 

the Commission:c 

• We note that UGB does not r('(}ucst a joint planning process for 1998 since it has not 
recommended any d('sfgn changes to current utility programs (or next }'car. (Sec LtGB's 
August 29, 1997 Response.) The current Advice Letter process shaH continue to apply to 
(ow-income assistance programs. 
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1. authorize the utilities to use energy efficiency surcharge funds in 1998. 

2. direct the utilities to work with the CBEE as they continue their current 
program planning process. The utilities should be directed to file an 
application on October 1,1997, which describes their plans and expcctations 
for 1998 operations. 

3. review and approve the plans proposed by the utilities (or 1998 after it has 
considered recommendations provided by the CBEE. 

4. encourage the utilities to develop new programs which attempt to rcspol\d to 
the Commission's goal of market transformation and creation of a self
sustaining energy efficiency services industry. At a minimum, the CBEE 
expects proposals related to: 

a) the development of a standard performance contracting program 
that seeks to reduce specific marke~ barriers, and 

b) the development of new market transformation initiatives and 
program designs that seek to build sustainable increases in the 
derlland for energy efficiency services and products. 

S. dired the utilities to obtain periodic input from the CBEE,·and the CBEE's 
Technical Advisory Committee, as they prepare their application for using 
surcharge funds during 1998. 

6. advise the utilities that it may no longer be necessary to seek input from 
energy efficiency stakeholders through the respective Program AdviSOry 
Committees, as long as the utilities utilize the modified process for approval 
and modification of authorized utility plans during the 1998 program year. 

7. encourage the utilities to propose modifications to the current incenlive 
mechanisms as they redesign their 1998 programs which arc consistent with 
the new administrator performance mechanism described in 0.97-02·014. 

SoCal docs not be1ieve that there is any benefit to the Commission, CBEE, the 

utility, or the ratepayers from changing from the traditional advice letter process to a 

new application process (or approval of SoCal's 1998 gas energy e((jdency programs. 

SoCal argues that all of CBEE's and the Commission's goals regarding market (hanges 

can be met through the current process while preventing the delays and disruptions 

that SoCal believes arc likely to occur if it is drawn into the application process with the 
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electric utilities. SoCal argues that its situation is significantly different from that of 

SeE, PG&E, and SDG&E because 1) 1998 funding for DSM and beyond has been 

authorized by the recent Performance Based Raten1aking (PBR) decision, D.97-02-014, 

and not from surcharge funds, 2) the estimated level of pre-I998 comn1Uments 

represent t('SS than 2% of the total for the four utilities, and 3) SoCal's OSM earnings arc 

small relative to the electric utilities, i.e., less than $2 million for the 1997 Annual 

Earnings Assessment Proceeding. SoCal urges the Commission to allow $oCa) to retain 

its October 1 advice letter process and maintain the current lund allocation processes 

and commitment timelirtcs [or SoCal's 1998 progran\s. 

SDG&E supports the joint planning/application process, and recommends that 

the Commission endorse implementation of substantial (as opposed to small, pilot) 

market transformation e[(orls by the utilities in 1998, including standard performance 

contracting progrdnlS designed to reduce specific market barriers. In addition, SDG&E 

supports the deVelopment of new incentive mechanisms on a consistent basis for all 

utilities. NAESCO also encourages Commission endorsement of standard performance 

contracting and recommends that the Commission dedicate a substantial amount of 

1998 funding to implement this program. NAESCO belie\'es that the Commission 

should direct utilities to work through the Technical Advisory Committee process (or 

design of the standard performance cOntract, subject to Board and Commission review 

and approval. 

PG&E is generall}' supportive of the joint planning process, but recommends 

against significantly modifying existing DSM rules or shareholder incentives (or 1998 

program implementation, noting the difficulty of the task in such a limited lirnefr .. ,me. 

Any such modifications should be limited, in PG&E's view, to new market 

transformation prognlms; exisling ntles and incentive mechanisms should continue for 

all existing progrdms. PG&E is concerned that any broader effort to modify existing 

rules or incentives would become unduly complicated, could compromise the 

effectivencss of current programs, (\nd would divcrt needed resourCes away (rom the 

transition process. 
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\\'e share PG&E's concerns. \Ve anlidpate that making changes to the existing 

DSM ntles and shareholder incentives could be a complicated and controversial task, as 

\'r'e have discovered in our own proceedings to develop and refine these rules. CBER's 

proposal provides for only three months a(fer the utility applications are filed 

(October 1, 1997) and the start of the 1998 program year. Even allowing for an 

expedited schedule, it is unclear that there is enough time to consider the proposals and 

parties' comments in time to provide meaningful guidance to the utilities (or their 

stewardship until October I, 1998. This timing problem could be exacerbated if the 

proposals requite evidentiary hearings. If so, modifying eXisting rules and incentives 

could significantly detract from CBEE's ability to complete the enormous and 

challenging task of designing and implementing the new independent administration of 

energy efficiency programs, with a locus on transforming tllarkets, "tithin the 

timeframe discussed above. 

The purpose of the jOint planning pr<><:ess is laudable: to start the transition 

to\\'ard a more competitive cost-effecti\'e energy eUidency marketplace and mOVe 

toward programs with market transformation characteristics. Also, the process is 

intended, appropriately, to deal with 1998-spedfic issues such as changes to utility 

incentives in a surcharge environment. \Ve support th('se ideas and will offer parties 

the opportunity to develop modifications to current niles in a consensus-building 

fashion, and in a manner that permits resolution of the issues by the end of 1997. 

Pursuant to the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling dated August I, 1997 (ACR), the joint 

CBES/utility planning process is undenvay and applications will be filed on <xtober 'I, 

1997. \Ve hope the process will result in ncar or full consensus regarding modifications 

to existing rules, program designs and shareholder incentives, so that we can consider 

implementing the changes as filed or with re"isions for the interim administr.llive 

period. \Ve emphasize that such proposals should be developed with the transition 

deadlines established by this decision in mind. 

Our goal is to have a dralt decision on the Con\missfoJ'\'s agenda of December 16, 

1997 so that the 1998 rules, program designs, and shareholder incentive mechanisms 

can be determined by the end of 1997. To meet that schedule, we will shorten the time 
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to file protests or responses to the applications fronl the 30 days allowed under 

Rule 44.1 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. Any party may file 

responses or protests by October 17, 1997. The CBEB may also fire a response to the 

applications by October 17, 1997. \Ve recognize that any disputes over matcrial (acts, or 

any major disputes in genera), may delay a dedsion to a(fer January 1,1998, with the 

resultant potential of delays Or gaps in provision 01 services. Therefore, we strongly 

encourage the applications to be as ronsensus-based aspossible .. 

As proposed by the CBEE, and reiterated in the ACR, the CBEB and utilities 

should solidt input (rom the public and CBEB's Technical Advisory Coinmittce in 

advance of filing the October 1 applications. Input should be solicited on all aspects of 

program development; including standard pcrforrnance contract design. Energy 

Pacific's concerns about the utilities' 1998 ptogram activitiesshould be explored further 

in this process.s As stated in the ACR, the eBBE and interested parli~s' responses or 

proteSts ro the October 1 applications should include recoinmendations on what the 

Commission should do if some Or all of the applicatiOns ate incongruous with today's 

determinations. 

As CBEEJs {£'Commended, the 1998 funding issues surrounding saturation 

survey, load metering, market assessment and other research data coJ]<xtion activities 

should be addrcssed as part of the joint planning process with the utilities. (CBEE 

July 30, 1997 report, p. 52.) Because CEe will have an opportunity to participate along 

whh other parties, we do not believe that a parallel joint planning process among CEC, 

eBEE and the utilities is warranted, as CEC proposes. CBEE plans to file its 

recommendations on future funding levels (or these activities by October I, 1997, and 

the CEC and other interested parties will have an opportunity (0 comment, as provided 

for by the AeR. 

S In view of this pl(X~SS, it may no longer be l\~ry (or the "lilitie'S to seek input (rom 
energy efficiency stab'holders through the rcspc<tive Progr.lm Advisory Committees. 
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\Ve deny SoCal's request to be exempt from the joint planning application 

process. Based on CBEE's report, and the comments, we anticipate that the program 

plans for 1998 will contain modifications to policy rules and program designs {or which 

an Advice letter is an inappropriate vehide. \Ve note that SoCal h~s proposed 

modifications to sharehold~r incenth'e mechanisms and other rules (e.g., measurement 

protocols and funding flexibility rules) in the Annual Earnings Assessment Proceeding 

(AEAP), Application (A.) 97-05-026.) \Ve direct SoCal to remove these proposals from 

the AEAP and include them in its October 1 application. It is more appropriate to 

consider such rule changes in the context of a coordinated review, with Board input. 

VI. Direction to Utilitfes Regarding Pre·1~98 Commitments 

The CBEE July 30,1997 report presents a detailed discussion of the "commitment 

problem.
1I 

Briefly, the problem represents the fact that utility programs often have a 

misnlatch behvccn customer commitmentdates for program participation and actual 

participation (e.g., equipment installation, building conlpletion, etc.) The mismatch 

crosses program years, particularly for certain programs such as new construction and 

contracts associated with the Commission-approved DSM bidding pilot programs. 

Commitments from prior year DSM programs arc usua1ly funded from funds 

authorized for the program year in which the costs are re<:orded. For example, if the 

utility comnlils to a project in 1997 and it is compJeted in 1998, the costs of honoring 

that commitment would be recorded and coltccted in 1998 from funds authorized for 

1998. By definition, "authorized funds" include any and all carryover funds (i.e., funds 

authorized and recovered in a previous year, but not spent). 

However, beginning in 1998, the situation will change. The Commission will no 

longer authorize utility DSM program funding in general rate caS('s for each program 

yeM. Moreover, pursuant to Assembly Bill (AB) 1890, an electric rate freeze is in e((ect. 

In view of these developments, lhe CBER identifies oplions for funding prc.1998 

commitments as follows: 

• authorize the utilities to fund such obligations from unspent DSM 
funds which exist at the end of 1997 (e.g., carryover funds, including 
project· and program-specific encumbrances); 
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• authorize utilities to use appropriate revenues from pre-I998 DSM 
programs (e.g., loan repayments, penalties, rebate returns) to reduce 
n~t Commibll.ents; 

• authorize the utilities to use energy efficiency surcharge funds, and 
direct CBEE to adjust its plans accordingly; 

• expect the utilities to co\'erthese costs through revenues collected 
under the terms and conditions of reVenues and cost recovery 
beginning January 1,1998; 

• consider creating new balancing accounts during the rate freeze period 
(1998-2001); or 

• a combination of the above options. 

CBEE recommends that the initial sources of funding (or program commitments 

made through Dcceri\ber 31, 1997 should be funds in current DSM aCcOlmts that are 

unspent as of January I, 1998. CBEE also (C('ommends a process lor estimating the 

magnitude of the shortfall, whkh would require that utilities file additional information 

with their October I, 1997 program plans, including updates of the commitment data in 

the June 9, 1997 filings, expected size, timin~ and causes of shortfalls, if any, and 

potential assets or expected re\'enues that could help offset any shortfall during 1998. 

The CBEE would then review this information and make rC(ommendations to the 

Commission on the llse of surcharge funds to cover some or all of the remaining 

shortfall. CBEE defines IIshortfall" as the remaining funds needed for (ommilments 

after DSM funding accounts arc exhausted. 

In addition, the CBEE recommends that 1997 funding Icvels be limited to 100% of 

authorized levels, in order to minimize the potential {or shorlfalls in the future. Current 

Commission policy allows utilities discretion to increase (unding beyond authorized 

le\'els in specified program areas by a set amount (e.g" 130% of authorized funding 

Ic\'els (or certain types of energy efficiency programs). In addition, the CBEE makes 

specific recommendations regarding the amount of time the utility has to pay 

commitments from signed (OntrMts. The purpose of these rl.'Commendations is to 
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reduce the magnitude of any potential shortfall of funds in 1998 by setting specific end 

dates for both program activity and subsequent payment for these contracts made 

during the operation of 1997 programs. 

RESCUE/SESCO object to CBEE,s recommendation that unspent OSM funds 

authorized for 1997 be used to meet future obligations for pre-t998 utility programs. 

RESCUE/SESCO are concerned that this would encourage utilities to reduce future 

financial exposure by reducing the potential (or energy conservation (e.g., by reducing 

their 1997 resource programs), and thereby avoid reduced sales and lost revenues. 

Instead, RESCUE/SESCO recommend that any unused carryovers be turned over to the 

CBEE for use in future program years for energy efficiency programs. RESCUE/SESCO 

contend that there are other potential sour<:es of funding for pre-t998 commitments, 

since- the Commission has already determined that funding for DSM shareholder 

incentives will not come from surcharge funds. (Sec 0.97-02-014, Conclusion of law 7.) 

PG&E supports the CBEE's recommended use of surcharge funds for shortlalls 

that cannot be made up through carryover funding. However, PG&E takes exception to 

the program funding limits and payout deadlines that CBEn recommends. PG&E 

argues that it would be unfair to customers, energy service providersJ and utilities to 

impose such limitations at this late date. PG&E also argues that it is impossible to 

accurately forccast the day on which expenditures attain the 100% target in order to 

schedule a program closure. Finally, PG&n contends that the CBEllls rccommend~d 

contract payout end dates are incompatible with already established end dates lor the 

1997 programs. 

One of the difficulties in dcvc10ping the best approach for addressing pre-I998 

comrJ.litments is the lack of aecur.ltc information on the n\agnitude of these 

commitments. The utilities filed cough estimates on June 9, 1997, which indicate that 

the magnitude could be as great as $SO million-$90 million over the next eight years. 

Howe\,er, as the CBEE and ORA point out, these estimates are subject to considerable 

uncertainty. Moreover, these estimates have not been verified by the CBES or reviewed 

in detail by other parties. 
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Another difficulty is the fact that the Commission is still considering a wide 

range of cost recovery and rate making issues associated with electric industr)' 

restructuring. Our evaluation of the options identified by the CBEE Sh9Uld not be 

undertaken in isolation. As RESCUE/SESCO point out, a similar issue relating to the 

cost recovcry and ratemaking treatment (or utility DSM shareholder inccntives has 

been raised, but not }tct rC$olved. In both instances, rate recovery cannot OCcur in the 

traditional manner because of changes to the electric utility industry, including the 

electric rale (reeze established by AB 1890. 

In view of these uncertainties, we believe that the most prudent approach is to 

track the 1998 costs associated with pre-I998 commitments, and determine the cost 

recovery and ratemaking treatment at a later date. In the meantime, '\te will monitor 

developments in other phases of this eledric industry restructuring pr()('cedin~ so that 

we nlay dC\'elop a consistent approach. In their October 1,1997 applications, the 

utilitics should propose a tracking mechanism to serve this purposc. Unspel\t 1997 

funds should continue to be accounted for in existing DSM balancing accounts, or in 

new accounts established (or thIs purpose as part of the tariff streamlining phase of this 

proceed ing. 

At the same time, we agree with CBEll's proposals to reasonably limit the level 

of these commitments during the transition to a new administrative structure. \Ve do 

not find PG&E's argument that it cannot accurately determine the 100% authorization 

level very persuasive. The utilities have had to accurately determine the pOint at which 

they would reach the 130% levcl (or several years. \Ve will approve the CBEE's 

rccommendation on this limit. This limit should apply to any gas or electric 

expenditures made in 1997 and to any financial commitments made during the 1997 

operation of 1997 energy efficiency programs. 

\Vith regard to end dates (or contract pay ollts, we note that D.97-02·014 

anticipates that the Boards will need to manage the pace and schedule (or the 

transference of functions, assets, and ptogram conm\itments from utilities to the new 

administrators. (See Conclusion of Law 6.) Managing the level of pre-I998 

commitments (and even 1998 con\mitments) by recommending modifications to current 
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payout dates is a logical extension of that responsibility. At the same time, we are 

concerned that some of the contract pay oul dales recommended by the CBEE may not 

allow utilities to complete the inspection and verification process currently required. 

(See PG&E's August II, 1997 comments, p. 3.) \Ve will adopt the CBEE's recomn\ended 

payout dates with the understanding that the CBEEI after {urther conferring with 

utililies on this aspect of their propOsal, may propose modifications to these dates. If 

CBEE recommends any (urther modifications to the contract payout dates (or 1997 

programs, it shall notify the Commission by filing a statement with the Commission's 

Docket Office no later than December 1,1997. Copies should be served on the Special 

Public Purpose service list in this proceeding. 

Even though gas programs are not funded by a surcharge at this time, 

D.97-02-014 limited authorized funding for 1998 gas programs to 1996 levels. 

Therefore, we sec merit in CBEE's recommendation to limit the potential shortfall 

associated with 1997 gas programs. (See CDEE's August 22 Respon~, p. 2.) \Ve will 

apply the funding authorization limits and contract payout dates to both gas and 

electric programs, including those currently operated by SoCal. 

The ACR directed the utilities to include in their October I, 1997 application 

information on an}' expected shortfall in funds to cover comn\itments from pre-1998 

program commitments. (See ACR, p. 3.) By October 15, 1997, as a supplement to their 

October I, 1997 applications, the utilities should: 

• Propose a cost-accounting process that will work in concert with the 
cost-accounting process for transferring surcharge funds to accounts 
designated for CBEE actlviHes in 1998, with no commingling of 
surcharge (unds with non-energy efficiency activities unless approved 
by the Commission. 

• Identify the size, timing and causes of pre-1998 commitments and 
identify the assets or expected revenues that could help offset those 
commitments during 1998. SDG&E, SeE, and PG&E should update 
the data in their June 9 filings. 

• Present updated estimates of carryover funds, by program category. 
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• Propose an accounting mechanism to track the 1998 costs associated 
with pre-I998 program commitments. 

The ACR requires the October I, 1997 applications to be filed at the 

Commission's Docket Office and served on the Special Public Purpose service list in this 

proceeding. The supplemental filings should be similarly (ile~ and served. Parties will 

have ten days from the date of filing to respond to the supplemental information. These 

requirements supersede the filing and response time provisions of our Rules of Practice 

and Procedure. 

As recommended by the CBEE" We also dirC(t each utility to modify the scope 

and content of its Aru\ual DSM Report to include a separate section (identified as Pre-

1998 Program Commitments). In addition, the utilities should work wilh the CBEE to 

ensure reporting consistency and continuity between the utility June 9 filings, the 

October 1 appJications and supplemental filing, and the April DSM reports. 

VII. Approval Of 1997 Budgets 

In D.97-04-044, the Cominission authorized $250,000 for each Board to meet 

necessary expenses during and beyond the pre-budget period. The CBEE proj~ts 1997 

expenses (from April through December) of $622,600 (low estimate) to $905,300 (high 

estimate). As of Juty 29, 1997, the CBEE has spent $101,972 of its initial authorization. 

The LIGB projects 1997 expenditures of $512,000 (low estimate) to $839,000 (high 

estimate). As of Juty 29,1997, the UGB has spent approximately $4.6,000.' 

CBEE requests a budget augmentation of $655$>0 to cover expenses associated 

with the high range of estinlates. UGB requests an initial increase of $250,000, but 

anticipates that additional augmentation will be needed before the end of 1997. UGB 

plans to submit a final proposed budget for the y('ar on or before September 19" 1997, 

with more precise budgets. 

, Sec the August 8,1997 Rcsponscof the LtGB and CBEE to ALJ Gottstein's jut}' 28,1997 Ruling 
R('(}u('Sting Further Information (Response). 
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\Ve have reviewed the submitted budgets and supplemental explanations 

prepared in response to the assigned ALl's July 28, 1997 ruling. \Ve believe that the 

request for increased funding is reasonable, based on current projections. \Ve note that 

none of the commenting parties object to these estimates or the Boards' requests for 

supplemental 1997 funding. The energy efficiency and low-income assistance programs 

are funded at $278 million and $179 million per year, respectively.' Even the high range 

of estimates presented to date by the Boards represents a very small percentage of those 

program funds. \Ve will authorize the high range of estimates fOr both Boards, with the 

expectation that these funding allowances will not be fully expended in 1997 and 

unused amounts will be available for 1998. This wiU permit both Boards to proceed 

during the rest of 1997 without the need to submit a request for additional funding 

authorization for 1997 activities. The utilities shall provide these additional funds in the 

sanie funding proportiOl\ we adopted in D.97-04-044, as follows: 

UGB CBEE 

Pacific Gas and Electric $235,600 $262,120 

Southern California Edison 235,600 262,120 

San Diego Gas & Electric 117,800 131,060 

Total: $589,000 $655,300 

Consistent with Ollr deternlinations in 0.97-04-044 and 0.97-05-041, these start

up funds are considered an advance from the utilities from expected 1998 funds from 

the public goods surcharge, and such advances shall accrue interest at the commercial 

paper (prime, three months) rate. As a practical matter, it is simpler for one utility to 

pay all the bills for a Board until the Boards can establish their own accounts. To date, 

I'G&E has paid bills for the eBEE and SCE has paid bills for the LlGB. \Ve will continue 

this practice. Accordingly, SCE and SDG&E are authorized to transfer their CBEE 

1 For energy efficiency funding levels, sec PU Code § 381 (c)(l); The amount (or low-income 
assistance programs was laken from utility filings made June 5, 1997 in this proceeding, in 
response to D.97-02-014, Ordering Paragraph 7. 
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funding allocalions to PG&E, and PG&E and SDG&E arc authorized to transfer their 

LIGB funding allocations to SCE.' 

In D.97-04-044, we noted that the Board's operations wouJd be subject to audit at 

the Commission's discretion. (0.97-04-044, mimco, p. to.) Gh'en the site of Board 

operations, as evidenced by the transition reports and start-up budgets, we will direct 

our Energy Division to ~onduct annuaJ financial and administrative audits of 

operations for both Boards. Audit results on 1997 operations shall be reported to us no 

later than July I, 1998. Audit results for 1998 and 1999 shaH be reported by July 1, 1999 

and July 1,2000, respectively. We wiJI determine the need (or audits beyond 1999 at a 

later date. The Energy Division may hire consultants to perform these audits if the 

audits calmol be performed by Commission staff and shall usc surcharge funds for this 

purpose. The Energy Division shall report the audit results to the Commission with 

re~ommendations. 

Vtll. "ole of Administrators 

Chapter II of the CBEE Transition Report describes alternative approaches to 

organizing the administration of energy efficiency services and markets. In presenting 

these alternati\'es~ the CBEn desclibes the role o( the administrators in the new 

restmctured environment, as foHows (emphasis added): 

"Similar to the progr~'n\s currently administered by the utilities, the Board 
intends to create an administrative structure flial {{IiIIl'rovide a (.uriely of emrgy 
effidmcy services /0 (1lSlomiTs of the major investor-ownro utilities. (CBEE 
Report, p. 12.) 

" .. .Independent Administrators who will then design and deploy euergy efjiciet1cy 
l'rogmIHs (Iud $ifllices." (CBEE Report, p. 16.) 

" ... and ha\'e this administrator design programs, hire qualified staff, mid fi"ally 
market aud cldil'er l1,e progmms." (CBEB Report, p. 16.) 

• As PG&E notes in its August 4, 1997 comments, the LlGB needs to modify a statement in its 
Board Member Rcimburscment Guidelines and Procedures to recognize that SCE, and not 
PG&E~ will make first payments to the Board. 
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" . .. administrators must begin to develop new programs alld hire staff to delit't?T 
Ilzem." (CBEE Report, p. 20.) 

" ... the Board expe<ts that some or all of these functions may continue to reside 
with the new administrators: 

• de\'e!op program designs and hire the ne<:essary stat( and financial 
resourccs to support the planning pr()(ess; 

• manage and control the funds necessary to support appro\'cd 
programs; 

• oversee the implementation of programs and make periodic 
adjustments to designs or program implementation procedures as 
warranted; 

• prOVide periodic reports on the results of program operations using 
agreed upon indicators of program activity or success as specified by 
the Board; 

• rt'Crtlil mid (ontracl witllpTit't1le firms 10 install energy efficimt equipment or 
IIn.wide spfdJic energy management semites." 

• employ staff 10 rUrtiit tradt allil'S aud/or market lite pr08111111s; 

• employ staff 10 delil>er tllgitltt'rillg skills, Icc/mica} supporl or qtlality (olllrol 
savict's 10 lilt' market place; 

• del'ilop adtwtisillg/lmde shows 10 increase public aWr1relltss; 

• evalrmte lI,e efjulil''t?lltss of energy e/ficimcy I'rograms." (CBEE Report, 
pp.14-15.) 

Sierr" Club objects to the role of administrators envisioned by the statements 

noted above in italics. In its view, the (unctions and services provided by 

administr.ltors should be limited to (acilitalion of program planning with input (rom 

the industry and customers, management ('If surcharge funds, and reporting. Sierra 

Club argues that the provision of information, services, and products must be left to the 

marketplace. The administrator may obtain these services through contracts but, in 
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Sierra Club's view, should not allcmpt to duplicate these legitimate business activities 

by hiring its own staff. Sierra Club also believes it is important that the administrator 

have no control or authority over program evaluation, espccially if the administrator 

qualifies for performance incentive payments. 

RESCUE!SESCO articulate similar concerns. Energy Pacific is also concerned 

that some of the duties assigned to the administrators go beyond the functions intended 

by the Commission. SDG&E argues that the promotion of private industr}' 

development requires a di((ctent role of program administrator than the utility'S role 

today. In particular, SDG&E recommends that the project development and 

agreements with customers should be le(t to private companies. Each of these parties 

take the position that delivering customer energy solutions should be assigned to 

prh'ate energy efficiency service providers. 

In 0.97-02-014, \\'C articulated our goal ot establishing an administrative 

structure that will facilitate the sel(-suWdency of energy efficiency sen'kes in the 

marketplace. In particular, we stated: 

"Today, we reaffirm our commitment to ratepayer funding for energy 
efficiency as a transitional step towards the development of a fully 
competitive market in energy efficiency S<'cvices. In OUr view, the mission 
of market transformation is to ultimately privatize Ihe provision of cost
effective energy emdcncy services so that customers seek and obtain these 
servkes in the private, competiti\'e market." (D.97-02-014, mimco, p. 2.) 

"This will require a two-prong approach. First, we need to promote a 
vibrant energy cCficiency sen'ices private industry that can stand on its 
own. This will require progran\s that encourllge dire<:t interaction and 
negotiation between private energy efficiency service prOViders and 
customers, building lasting relationships that will extend into the (uture. 
Second, we n('Cd to promote e(fccth'e programs that will simultaneously 
transform the "upstream" market (e.g., manufacturers and retailers) so 
that eners}' efficient products and services arc available and advertised by 
priVate vendors and builders." (Ibid., p. 21.) 

To this end, we established CBEE to develop and recommend to this 

Commission contracts (or the administration of market transformation programs. 
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Keeping the objectives articulated above in mind, we delineated the expected functions 

of energy efficiency program administrator, as follows: 

"I. Assists the Board in selecting various projects. 

#/2. Pays monies to and verifies program milestones/performance indicators. 

"3. Manages any Standard Offers. 

"4. Collects the funds and inanages the bank account. 

"5. Provides administrative support to EEB (Energy EUidency Board). 

116. \ViIl not deliver energy c{ficicncy solutions." (D.97-0~-OI4, mimeo., p. 35.) 

Although the CBEE did not request Commission action On the issues discussed 

in Chapter II, We believe that direction is needed, particularly in light of the comments. 

There is room for interpretation of CBEE's description. For example, are references to 

the ad nl.inistrative structure intended to refer to the administrator's rote, the Board's 

role, Or the entire fran\ework of Board, administrator and program imptem('ntcrs? 

However, we do share the Concerns expressed by the Sierra Club, RESCUE/SESco, 

Energy Pacific, and SDG&E that the CBEE's vision of admitlislrative functions could be 

seen as inconsistent with our policy directions. In its Response, CBEE argues against 

strict limitations of functions that may be served by the administrators and states that it 

plans to continue to solidt input on the issue of administrative structure and provide a 

mOre definitive Jist of functions for the administrators in the cOIHext of the RFP: 

(Response, pp. 11-12.) 

Further clarification is required so that CBEB and all interested parties work to 

de\'elop an RPP that is c()nsistent with our intent. So that there is no misinterpretation 

of that intent .. we direct CBEn to define the role and activities of the new administrcltors 

consistent with the general functions described in 0.97-02-014.' In particular, project 

, However, we do not intend that thesc general functions be exhaustive of the list of activities 
provided by the administrator, but simply that any activities should be consistent with this list. 
Morcover, we will have a further opportunity to review eDEll's description of administrator 
functions when COEE prepares the RFP for our consideration. 
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development and agreements with customers should be left to private companies.10 

Furthermore, the CBEE should obtain qualified analytic support services to review 

program effectiveness, as recommended by the Sierra Club. 

\Ve believe that Article 2.1 of CBEE/s bylaws should be modified to more directly 

acknowledge the two-pronged approach' to market transformation described above. 

The fourth sentence should be amended to read: 

UTIle purpose of the Board is to serve in an advisory capacity to the 
crue, in which the Board will n'lake recommendations to the 
Commission concerning the independent administration of energy 
efficiEmcy programs designed to transform the market by privatizing the 
provision of cost-effective energy efficiency services by (a) promoting a 
vibrant self-sufficient energy efficiency industry through programs that 
encourage dirtXt interactions and negotiation b('tw('cn private energy 
efficiency providers and customers, and (b) promoting the "upstream" 
market (e.g., manufacturers and retailers) so that energy ('fficient products 
and servic('s are available and advertised by private vendors and 
builders." 

At the same lime, we emphasize that there arc other functions articulated by 

CBEE associated with the new administrative structure that we believe are more 

properly performed by progran\ implen\entcrs. Such functions include prOViding 

customers with meaningful information on energy efficiency investments and reducing 

barriers to investments in energy efficient technologies. CHEE and the administrator(s) 

should ensure these functions arc ef(e<:tuated through the marketplace as part of the 

efforts to create a sustainable and competitive energy services market. 

IX. legal Structure of Boards 

In D.97-04-O.t4, we directed the Boards to "take all steps nC«'ssary to establish 

bank accounts or trusts to receive and disburse funds, including the immediate 

N We int('nd that the sdt'Clion of these pri\'ate companies, who will be the providers of energy 
efficiency scr"jC('S to the end users, will be accompJish('d by the administrators through a fair 
and open process. Since the selection process in this particular instc1nre really (nvo)\'('s the 
distribution 01 energy efficiency funds, and not the procurernent of consultants, the scl('(tion 
process for these providers is not subject to the State Pcocurernent Rures. 
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establishment of accounts to re<:cive the start-up funds." (mimeo, p. 10.) To accomplish 

this, the CBEE proposes establishing one o( two legal structures, an Advisory Board 

with its funds held in trust by a bank, or a Public Benefit Corporation. The CBEE and 

L1GB request Commission guidance to determine what legal structure (or holding 

surcharge funds will ensure that the funds arc tax-exempt (or federal income tax 

purposes. 

By Resolution T·16071, issued on August 1,1997, the Commission recognized 

that pending further resolution of important tax issues including further assurance by 

the IRS, it is premature to issue a final decision regarding the cor red approach {or 

administering funds authorized (or the Calilornia High Cost Fund B (CHCF-B) and the 

California Te1econnect Fund (elF). Resolution T-I6071 adopted an interim plan tor 

moving lonvard, which postponed a final determination regarding legal structure 

pending the CHCF-B and CIF Interim Committee's pr~ubmissjon conference with the 

IRS and further recommendation to the Commission. \Ve will apply the same interiin 

plan (or UGB and CBEE. 

Consistent with the procedures established by.Resolution T·I6071, LIGB and 

CBEE are directed nol to establish bank accounts and tmst funds, and ltol to orgal\ize 

themselves as Public Benefit Corporations at this time. UGB and CBEE should rcvisc 

their proposed byJaws and other Icgal documents consistent with toda(s order~ and lile 

those documents together with proposed trust agrCC1(i 1mts as compliance filings for Our 

rcview. These compliance filings are due no later than 20 days ((on\ lh(' ef£eclivc date 

of foday's order. They should be filed at the Commission's Docket Office and served on 

the Special Public Purpose service list in this proceeding. Comments on the filings are 

due no tater than 10 days thereafter. 

To facilitate rcview of the Board's compliance filings, the documents should 

contain markings that dearly indicate all language changes to the documents presented 

in the Boards' July 18 start-up filings. The Boards should also prepare a table of 

cross~rcferences between the language modifications or clarifications required by 

taday's order and the location of specific language complying with thos(' requirements 

in the compliance documents. The Commission may inform the Boards of the results of 
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its review by letter (rom the Executive Director, or by Commission decision or 

resolution, as deemed appropriate. 

CBEE and UGB are also directed to initiate steps to request a presubmission 

conference with the IRS to address any concerns the IRS may have regarding the use of 

a trust, and to explain why the chosen structure is appropriate under state law to <;,arry . 

out the Commission's purposes. F611owit\g a presubmission conference with the IRS, 

the CBEE and UGB shaH provide the Commission with a status report plus further 

recommendations, as apptopriate, regarding the issue of legal structure and tax-exempt 

status. The report and recommendations shall be filed in this proceeding and sen'cd on 

the SpeCial Public Purpose service list. The first reporl should be filed no later than 

January I, 1998 (and every three months thereafter until no longer nceded). 

In addition to the other modifications to Board start-up documents that We 

require by today's decision, the Boards' by-laws should be clarified to explicitly state 

that: 

I) the Boards act in a purely advisory capacity and have no decision making 
authority over policy or program issues. 

2) the Commission has sole authorily over the regulated utilities involved in the 
programs. 

3) the Board members are at all times subject to the direction, control, arid 
approval of the Commission while in the performance of their duties and in 
actions taken by the Boards. 

4) the circumstances under which the Boards seck Commission review and 
approval before moving lonvard with their duties shall include: 

• determination and naming of Board membershipi 

• approval of Board filings (charters, b}'laws including Board member 
reimbursement guidelines and conflict of interest rules, trust agreements, 
etc.) and amendments thereto as required by the Commissioni 

• approval of Board operating budgets; 

• approval of aU guidelines, including proposed n\odifications to DSM 
rute-sJ that delineate the scope of energy efficiency or low-income 
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assistance activities that will be eligible for funding, that define allocation 
and accounting principles, including applicable cost-effectiveness criteria, 
that specify how administrative performance shall be monitored and 
evaluated, or that establish IUleS governing affiliate roles, potential 
conflicts of intecest, market power abuse and sell-dealing; 

• approval of the RFPs for program administration; and 

• approval of the contracts , .... ith selected program administrators. 

In addition, the Boards should modify § 4.1 of their proposed bylaws to read as 

foHows (additions underlined): 

4.1 Duties. The Board shan ha\'e the (oHowing duties and responsibilities. 
\Vhile performing these duties and responsibilities. the Board members 
are at all times subject to the direction, cOJltrol, and approval of the CPUC. 
The CPUC has all policy and program decisionmaking authority. The 
Board shall act in an advisory capacity to the CPUc. 

Section 8.1 of the CBEE's bylaws should also be modified to read as follows 

(additions underlined): 

8.1 The Board shall have the power to carry out its duties and 
responsibilities as spedfied in § 4.1 of these bylaws. The Board shall 
not have the authority to direct utility distribution conipanies to act or 
refrain (ron\ acting. Such authority shall remain solely \vith the CPuc. 

These clarifications are needed to ensure the relationship between the Boards 

and the Commission is "fully explained. However, the role of the Boards is not 

substantively changed from previous decisions. \Ve continue 10 intend to rely on the 

Boards' expertise and detailed evaluations of relevant matters in making decisions on 

low·income and energy efficiency topics. \Ve created these Boards to enhance our 

ability to make good decisions in these areas. \Ve have already benefited from Board 

advice on transition matters and look fonvard to Board recommendations regarding 

programs, policies, administration, and monitoring of (uture energy efficiency and 

low·income programs over the next several years. 
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x. Authorization to Conlract and Hire Slaff 

In its start-up filing, CBEE requests explicit authorization to execute contracts or 

hire staff. In view of the fact that certain legal issues stich as legal structure will remain 

unresolved for some additional time, we cannot provide the requested authorization 

today. As we noted in 0.97·05-041, the Boards may not have the legal authority to sign 

contracts for staff resources or make payments related to start-up activities until these 

legal issues arc resolved. Accordingly, we extend the current arrangements for 

payments and COJ\tract signing set forth in 0.97-05-041 unfil we issue final approval of a 

legal structure. 

SpecificaJly, the utilities shall continue to make payments fron\ the accounts set 

up to record and track the Boards' start-up funds, up to the start-up lunding levels set 

forth in 0.97-04-044 and augmented by today's decision. If a contract needs to be 

executed for a Board, the Board shall use the designated utility to execute the contract 

with the provider of the assistance. The Board will sele<:t the provider, and the 

designated utility that signs the contract will not have any specific right to veto the 

scle<:tion. (See 0.97-05-041, mirnco., pp. 5-6.) 

In its liling, the CBEE speaks about the ability to hire permanent stafl other than 

the support services authorized by 0.97-05-041. (CUEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, p.6.) The 

CBEB appropriately raises this issue in the context of the legal structure. \Vhether the 

advisory Boards will be able to hire permanent staff indeed will depend on the legal 

structure that this Commission determines (or the Boards. 

There are also issues as to how such permanent staff of advisory Boards to the 

Commission would be hired. AHecting this determination is the Commission's 

consider~,tion of a recent decision of the California Supreme Court in Professional 

Engineering v. Department of Transportation (1997) 15 Ca1.4'" 543, which held that 

Caltrans, a state agency, was constitutionally prohibited from contracting out certain 

work. The applicability of this decision to the permanent employees of an advisory 

Board will depend on its legal structure. 
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In today's decision, we will not make any final determination of how these 

permanent employees will be obtained. \Ve will make such a determination when we 

have resolved the legal structure for these Boards. 

However, in light of the above, we will modif}' 0.97-05-041, p. 4 (slip op.), which 

contains 1anguage that permits the Boards to hire "for the long term." The ability to 

hire "for the long term" might be interpreted to nlean authorization to hire permanent 

employees. \Ve do not intend this result. Thus, we will delete the words "or for a long 

term'l from page 4 of 0.97-05-:-041. 

Further, we continue to require that the Boards look first to the Commission staff 

to provide the administrative, technical and legal sentkes that they immediately and 

urgently need to complete the start-up phase, and to meet the deadlines set forth in 

AB 1890. If such assistance cannot be adequately provided by Comntission staU, or the 

Commission staff lacks the expertise, then the Boards are pern\itted to look outside the 

Commission in the manner described in 0.97-05-041:1 Such sen'ices should be 

procured on a short-term and temporary basis. \Ve reiterate that there should be 

coordination with the Commission staif on this matter. Specifically for legal services, 

the Boards should confer with the Commission's General Counsel to establish a pro<ess 

fOf determining when the use of outside legal counsel is appropriate. 

XI. Conflict of Int(trest 

In D.97-04-044, we instructed the Boards to develop conflict of interest mles as 

pMt of their start-up filings, subject to our approval. In developing these niles, we 

instructed the Boards to use the Political Refofm Act (Government Code §§ 81000-

91014) as a model. In 0.97-02-014, we required that Board members cannot be 

11 \Ve note that the processes that the Bo.lrds have utilized thus far in their procurement of 
immediate and interim adminlslr.'tiv{', technical and legal support have been consistent with 
the mandates \ .. 'e set forth in 0.97-05-041. 
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employed by any entity that plans to bid for an administrative funetionu and noted a 

polential conflict-of-interest or sc](-deaJing concern from having associations with 

entities that may recei\le funds from the independent administrators.1l However, we .~ 

provided that the Boards may choose to propose different disclosure niles for 

consideration, and should subn\it specifiC full's for the exclUSIon or re<:usal fron) specific 

matters before the Boards. 

LIGB stales that the Political Reforn\ Act requiresslate and local government 

agencies to adopt and promulgate Conflict of Interest Codes. LIGB incorporates into its 

bylaws 2 CaLCode of Regulations § 18730 .. \"hich contains the tern\sof a standard 

Conflict of Interest Code as adopted by the Fair Politkal ~Ptaclkes Commission (FPPC). 

The Board requests that we adopt these 'provisions in conjur\dton with Its proposed 

statement of "desfgnated employees" and "disclosure categories." Specifically, LIGB 

proposes that for purposes of interpreting 2 Cal. Code of Regulations § 18730, 

"designated emp!oyees" shall include aU members of the LICB Board. As its 

IIdisdosure cafegorics," UGB proposes that "designated enlployccstl of the UGB shaH 

disclose: 

A. Any in\'estnient or business position it'l, or income (rom, any of the 
following: 

1. An electric utility corporation, gas utility corporation, or energy 
service company (,'ESCO"); 

2. A parent or subsidiary of an entity described in subsection (A)(l); 
or 

U By "administrative function/' we refer specifically to the functions and activities performed 
by the independent adminlstr.ltor(s), and not to functions and activities of ceciplents of 
implementation funds. 

u In D.97-02'()14, we specifically excluded utility and energy service company representativcs 
(rom secving on the COEE, but make such a requirement (oc the LIGB. In 0.97-01-044, we 
SeJfftoo LlG8 members and ccquired that potential conflicts should be mitigated uprront by a 
writt(:n pledge not to bid (or Board-awarded projffts, specifically interpreted as bidding to be 
an administrator of low-income programs. 
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3. Any entity which regularly suppJies cnergy to an entity described 
in subsection (A)(l). 

B. Any invcstment or business position in, or income from, any of the 
foHowing: 

1. An entity seeking to provide any product or service related to the 
Board's function or that has plans to come before the Board or its 
Program Administrator seeking funds that this Board administers 
or oversees; or 

2. A parent or a subsidiary of an entity described ill subsection(B)(l). 

eBEE has de\~cloped its own set of conflict of interest rules for considerationJ 

\\.'hich it indicates are modeled 01\ the Political Reform Act, but modified in certain 

respects. CBEE states that its proposed conflict of interest rules would apply to both 

pubJic and institutional members of the Board, except to the extent described in § IV.B. 

of its rules (Al'ul.ual Disdosure Statements) for institulional members already filing 

disclosure statements satisfying the requirements of its proposed rules. 

RFSCUE/SESCO encourage the Commission to adopt the standard Conflict of 

Interest Code as proposed by L1GB, and apply these rules also to CBEE's Board 

members. RESCUE/SESCO offer several criticisms of the rules developed by CBEE, 

contending that the rules result in certain unacceptable exceptions and gaps in the 

conflict of interest prohibitions which should apply to a Board administering such a 

substantial program fund. 

In reviewing LlGB's and CBEll's proposed rules, we are mind(ul of the concerns 

raised by RESCUE/SESCO, as well as our desire to maintain consistency between the 

rules applicable to the Boards. There are merits to adopting the FPPC standard 

Conflicts o( Interest Code; howe\'er, \\'e do not wish to immediately dismiss the 

potential merits o( modifications such as those proposed by CBEE. 

In deciding what rules to adopt, We take particular note o( the (act that this 

Comnl.ission's Conflict of Interest Code and Staten\ent of IncompaHble Activities are 

currently under active review and must be updated by February 28, 1998, as mandated 
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by Senate Bill (5B) 595. \Ve believe that the final rules to be adopted (or the Boards 

should be considered in light of these revisions. For this rcason, the conflict of interest 

rules we adopt today for LIGB and CBEE are interim rules. On an interim basis, We 

adopt the FPPC standard Conflict of Interest Code, 2 Cal. Code of Regulations § 18730, 

for both LlGB and CBEE. For purposes of applying these mles, LIGB and CBEE should 

define "designated employees" as including a1l members of their respective Boards. \Ve 

further adopt the "disclosure categories" as proposed by UGB as applying to both 

Boards. \Ve note that § 18730 (b)(7) provides that statements of economic interests shall 

be made on (orms prescribed by the FPPC and supplied by the agency. \Ye direct each 

Board to designate a representative (rom among its members, or an individual who 

shall act on behalf of its members, to be responsible fot obtaining the necessary 

reporting and disclosure forms from the Commission's filing officer. The filing officer 

may be contMted through the Commission's Executive Director's Office. 

Fina1ly, we will remain open to considering revisions of these interim rules in 

light of our revisions to the Commission's Conflict of Interest Code and Statement of 

Incompatibility. Furthermore, to the extent we may find other drcumstanc('S warrant 

modification of these interim rules, We may revisit the rules adopted today. \Ve 

caution, however, that we are disinclined to consider proposed modifications which 

suggest a lessening of the conOict of interest rules we adopt today. 

XII. Filling Board Vacancies 

In their comments to both Boards' filings, RESCUE/SESCO criticize the Boards 

for permitting themselves to select, screen or rc<:ommend candidates 10 fill vacancies on 

the Board. \Ye agree that the selection and screening of the persons to fill vacancies on 

the Boards are to be our decisions. The Boards are not prohibited from providing this 

Commission with the names of possible qualified candidates for our consideration. 

Ilo\\'e\'er, we intend to solicit recommendations for eligible candidates from other 

sources as vacancies develop. Accordingly, §§ 3.2 and 3.6 of the LlGB's Proposed 

Bylaws and Article 3.6 of the CBEE's Proposed Bylaws should be modified, as 

recommended by CBEE in its Response. (Response, p. 5.) 
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XIII. Per Diem and Expens~ ReImbursement Policy 

In 0.97-04-044, we established a per diem for Board members of $300 for each 

day of meetings ($200 if the meeting lasts [or less than approximately two hours). In 

establishing this level of per diem we purposely did not set levels so high as to 

substitute for aU comparable employment, noting that Board n\embership "shoul~ be 

considered a public scrvke/' (mimco, p. 10.) \Ve also explicitly rejected proposals to 

prOVide per diem for preparation work. 

CBEE and UGB were directed to submitexpensc reimbursement rules using the 

Commission's Interim AdvisOry CommiUee Standard o( Expense Reimbursement 

(Resolution F-621 dated November 9,1988) as their guidelines. Consistent with those 

standards, We noted that employees of state governmental agencies and utilities would 

not r~eive per diem. \Ve permitted other government enlployees (including those 

front academk institutions) to receive a per diem if appropriate arrangements were 

made with their employees. We encouraged members with funding available to 

support Board activities to use such funding to defray their expenses, as appropriate. 

(0.97-05-041, mimco, p. 11.) 

CBEE requests that the Commission modify D.97-04-044 to provide} for 

prospective application, that eligible Board members r('(eive per dient for any Board 

subcOmmittee meeting schOO.uled and announced at a lull Board meeting and for 

participation by a Board n\ember at an advisory committee meeling. UGB's proposed 

reimbursement rules include similar per diem provisions (or Board member attendance 

at "official" Board subcommittee and advisory committee meetings. 

CBEB also requests that reasonable reimburs.lble expenses [or Board n\embers 

include expenses incurred (or 1) traveling to meetings of the Board, subcommittees of 

the Board and advisory committees, 2) working lunches during Board meetings and 3) 

overnight accommodations in San Francisco at a level consistent with reasonable rates 

in that city. CBEE applies irs reimbursement rules to Board members as well as 

i'individuals or enlities providing support services to the Board." (CBEll July 18, 1997 

filing, Attachment A·4, p. 3.) 
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R('soJution F-621 statt'S that reimbursement is permissible for attendance at 

scheduled meetings of the Advisory Committee (the term "Committee" is analogous to 

the various advisory entities, commiltecs and boards that arc now referred to 

collectively as IIBoardsll), Commission-ordered workshops, or formal hearings directly 

related to the Advisory Committee's duties. Neither Resolution F-62ror D.97-().t-044 

expressly permit per diem reimbursement for Board member attendance at 

subcommittee meetings or meetings of advisory committccs, as this term is used by the 

Commission in this proceeding. Specifkall)', the advisory committees established by 

D.97-04-044 refer to availability of expertise to the Boards through input from a broader 

community, such as utilities and private energy sen'ice companies. (See 0.97-04-044, 

mirllco, pp. 33,68.) At the same time, Resolution F-62 1 pern\its the Commission to 

make discretionary exceptions to the Advisory Committee Standard of Expense 

Reimbursement on a case by case basis. {Resolution F-621, Finding 3.} 

In considering this issue, we must keep in mind our general policy of not 

creating a per diem policy that turns "public service" into "regular cmploym('nt;' for 

Board members. At the same time, we recognize that the many overlapping tasks 

lacing the Boards, particularly over the next year, requires a (onsiderable con'lmitment 

of time by Board members. The usc of subcommiu~~ nlay be the most efficient 

approach to accoli.\pJishing these tasks given the time (rame we establish in today's 

order. In recognition of these circumstanccs1 and lor a limited period only, we will 

extend the per diem provisions of D.97-04-044 to Board attendance at subcommittee 

meetings that afe noticed in accordance with the requirements of the Bagley-Keene. \Ve 

believe that per diem (or Board-related work should only be glven when those activities 

are open to the public. Only in this way can interested parties and the Commission be 

(ully aware of what Board work is undertaken at those meetings. 

\Ve will extend these per diem provisions to Board subcommittee meetings until 

December 31,1998, unless extended by further Commission order. \Vc note that per 

diem expenditures will be subject to the Energy Division audit discussed above. 

\Ve do noll however, believe that Board members should receive a per diem 

when they elect to aUend advisory committee meelings. \Ve notC' that advisory 
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committees arc composed of a separate group of individuals seJedoo on the basis of 

their expertise. They report directly to the Board at (ull Board meetings on technical or 

programmatic issues. In our view, a well-functioning advisory committee should be 

able to dearly present information or recommendations developed at advisory 

committee meetings to the full Board without the need for Board members to attend 

advisory committee meetings. Similarly, we believe that a weU-functioning Board 

should be able to provide dear direction to its advisory committees at (ull Board 

meetings without the need to also attend advisory committee nleetings. Nonetheless, 

some Board members may desire to attend those nleetings on an Occasion in order to, 

(or example, to prepare (or upcoming Board meetings where advisory committee 

recommendalions will be considered. \Ve have no objeclion to that practice; however, 

we consider such attendance to be preparation work, (or which we continue to deny per 

diem compensation. 

In sum, until December 31, 1998, Our per diem allowances will also apply to 

Board n\Cl'nber attendance at Board subcommittee meetings that ate public and noticed 

in accordance with the requirements of B3g1ey~Keene. Per diem will not be allowed for 

Board attendance at advisory committee meetings. 

In terms of what should be induded under "reasonable expenses," the proposed 

reimbursement rules'allow reimbursement for actual expenses related to travel, meals}' 

parking, and other incidentals up to the limits currently in effect and applicable to 

Commission staff on official duty. lhosc limits indude up to $37.00 for meals during 

each 24-hour period and up to $79.00 plus tax (or lodging per night except that in state

designated high-cost areas, induding San Francisco, the limit shall be $110.00 plus tax 

per night (OT, (or each, the current go\'enlnlcnt reim~urscn\ent rate). Private 

automobile usc will be reimbursed at a r,lte of up 1024 cents per mile or the current 

government reimbursement rate. Airfare will be reimbursed up to the lowest available 

airfare with reference to the amount o( notice given (or the meeting being attended. 

Board members will be reimbursed (or reasonable miscellaneous expenses induding 

cab (are, parking and bridge tons. 
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Both Boards also specify that each item of (ravel expense claimed in the amount 

of $5.00 or more must be substantiated by a receipt, except for meals. Board members 

may not be reimbursed for meal or looging expenses incurred within SO miles of their 

headquarters or for lodging expenses incurred wilhin 50 mires of their primary 

residence. Finally, Board members may be reimbursed (or an reasonable costs 

nC('essarily incurred by them related to the operation of the Board, including 

photocopying. FAXing, telephone calls, supplies, and "support services." It 

The provision noted above (or lodging limits in high-cost areas is included in the 

LIGB's reimbursement rules, and addresses CBEE's concerns about the higher cost of 

hotels in San Francisco. CBEll should add that provision to its reimbursement rules. 

Consistent with Our determinatiolls regarding per diem, We will allow the proposed 

reimbursement niles, as modified herein, to apply to Board meetings and Board 

subcommittee meetings. Accordingly, the first sentence of the proposed rules (under 

"Reasonable Expenses") should be modified to read as follows: 

"Reasonable expenses of Board members related to attendance and 
participation in Board activities will be reimbursed as described in this 
section. Until December 31/ 1998, unless extended by further Commission 
order, the provisiOns of this section shall also apply to expenses of Board 
members related to attendance and participation in Board subcommittee 
meelings that are public and noticed in accordance with the provisions of 
the Baglcy·K~{\e Open Mccting Act." 

11 In its Response, CBEE addrcssl'S the All's query as to what is referred to by "support 
services" as follows: "In response, the Bo.ud wishl'S to clarify that the Board's per dient and 
expense rules apply only to Board members and any 'su}}port services' (i.e'l photocopying, 
supplies) djrectly incurroo by Do.ud mcmbers. ExpellS('s incurred and reimbursed (or outside 
support services under contracts negotiatedl signed and approved by the Board aw governed 
by those contracts." (Response, p. 2.) Based on this clarification, the usc o( the term "support 
services" in the last paragraph under "ReasonabJe Expenses" is redundant bC('.luse that 
paragraph spedfically identifies supplies and photocopying. Both COEE and UGB should 
delete the reference to "support sen'ices" Irom that paragraph. COEE should also delete the 
sentence beginning with "Support sen,jccs incurred by Bo.ud members .• ." under its "Interim 
Reimbursement Rules (Iirst paragraph), since the term "suppoIt services" is ambiguous. 
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\Vith regard to wOIking lunches during Board meetings, the Boards should 

handle these within the per diem limits described above by charging each member a 

prorated portion of the cost of providing the working lunch. Those Board members 

whose lunches arc not covered by either per diem or expense reimbursements may 

have their prorated share of the working lunch paid for by the Board. 

Finally, we note that CBEE applies its reimbursement rules 10 Board members as 

well as "individuals or entities providing support services to the Board." «(BEE 

July 18, 1997 filing, Attachment A-4, p. 3.) All references to support sen'kes should be 

deleted. These reimbursement rules apply to Board members only, with One exception. 

As CBEE explains in its Response, the inlerirn payment procedures described under 

"Payment of Per Diem and Reasonable Expense" are the same (Or both reimbursement 

of Board men\ber per diem and expenses and for expenses incurred by consulting and 

support servkes purswmt to contracts negotiated, signed and approved by the Board. 

CBEE's proposed language clarifications (or that section are approved. 

XiV. Ind(!mnlfication 

In D.97-O.J-044 (mhrteo.J p. 7.), the Commission stated its intention that members 

o( the LIGB and CBER be treated as uncompensated servants of the state: "The State 

will accordingly indemnify them as it indemnities its compensated employeE'S and will 

provide them representation (or their ads done within the course and scope of the 

services they perform for the Boards, as provided in Government Code §§ 825-825.6 and 

§§ 995-996.6./1 The CBEE's start-up documents adds the provision that If, •• the State 

will prOVide legal representation to such persons through the office of the California 

Attomey General, and wiJI indemnify stich persons (or any losses incurred by reason of 

any act or (ailure (0 act occurring within the scope of the services they perform (or the 

Board." (Sec CBEB proposed Bylaws, Article 3, § 3.7.) The UGB does not add this 

language. 

\Ve dir(Xt the CBEE to delete the above-referenced sentence that commits 

representation through the of (ice of the California Attorney General. This statement 

goes beyond the indemnification provisions of 0.97-04-044. Indemnification d()('s not 
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automatically me-an that representation in any individual case will be provided by the 

Attorney Generalis Office. That will depend on factors such as available staffing and 

expertise. 

XV. Affiliate Transaction RuJ~s 

As we stated in D.97-02-014 (mimoo, p. 31), the Boards should file proposed ru1es 

that address the circuinstances, it any, under which affiliates of selected administrators, 

utility or otheo\'ise, may bid tor contracts associated with program implementation. 

The CBEE plans to seek input from market participants on affiliate guidelines and rules 

as part of the process of developing the overall set of policy rules for energy dficiency. 

The CBEE also expc<:ts to develop mote specific contractual proviSIons reJating to 

affiliate transactions as it gets closer to selecting independent administrators. The UGB 

proposes to include in its Scph:>nlber 19, 1997 filing a s(:hedule for the submittals 

regarding the role of affiliates. 

Rather than haVing the Boards develop affiliate ndes in this proceeding, ORA 

r£'Commends that the terms and conditions of affiliate transattions betwccn a utility and 

its affiliates be developed in the a(filiate transactions proceeding (Rulemaking (R.) 

97-().t-Oll/lnvestigcHion (I.) 97-04-012). RESCUE/SESCO ask that (Onlments from 

parties reviewing affiliate transactions in that docket be requested and encouraged. 

\Ye note that the issues to be addressed with regard to affiliate tr.lOsactions in 

this proceeding are broader than those being considered in R.97-0-l-011/1.97-04-012, 

since here we address the circumstances, if any, under which affiliates of non-utility (as 

wen as utility) administrators may bid for contracts associated with program 

implementation. \Ve are unwilling to expand the scope of that proceeding to 

accommodate these non-utility issues. Morcover, as noted in the AtJ's ruling 

addressing this isslle, the schedule (or R.97-0-l-011/1.97·04-012 would have required 

that the Boards file their recommendations by June 2, 1997, which was not feasible. (Sec 

ALJ Ru1ing dated May 28, 1997.) \Ve therdore support the ALl's ruling that affiliate 

rules applicable to progran\s and funding administered by the Boards be developed in 

this procccding, until further notice. \Ye will carefully coordinate our consideration of 
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utility-related issues with developments in our affiliate transaction proceeding. To 

facilitate this coordination, the Boards should also serve copies of their proposed 

aHiliate transaction rules on the service list in R.97-O-t-Oll/I.97-04-012. \Ve wiJI solicit 

comments on the Boards' fmngs from parties to that proceeding, as well as this one, as 

RESCUE/SESCO suggest. 

XVI. CoordrnaUon of Customer Information ServJces 

The eBEE recommends that the Commission direct the utilities to include in 

their October 1, 1997 applications for 1998 programs: 

"descriptions of their plans to coordinate cllstomer information services 
regarding energy efficiency with their plans to educate customers about 
their choices (or energy (i.e, the Commission's Customer Education Plan.) 
The utility's message content should conform to the Commission's 
changed goals for energy efficiency, per Finding of Fact ##1 in 
D.97-02-014." (CBEE July 30, 1997 Report, p. 47.) 

ORA supports this recommendation, and suggests that the utilities should also 

coordinate their plans with theCEP adopted on August 1,1997 by 0.97-08-064. ORA 

also recommends that the utilities, in their October I, 1997 filings, address issues 

associated with consumer protection as part of the overall education process. 

NAESCO urges the Commission to place responsibility for deVelopment of a 

customer education program with the CBEE (with input from the Technical Advisory 

Committee) subject to review and approval by the Commission. In NAESCO's view, it 

would be inappropriate to give utilities the unilateral responSibility to educate 

customers regarding new choices related to energy efficiency programs. 

\Ve believe that the joint planning process proposed by CBER, and clarified in 

today's order, addresses the need to solicit balanced input into an educational progr,lnl 

for energy efficiency. As described above, the CBEE and utilities arc directed to solicit 

input from the public and the Technical Advjsory Committee in advance of the 

October 1, 1997 filings, and a11 parlies wilt also have an opportunity to comment. \Ve 

direct the utilities to include in their October 1 applications the information noted 

above. 
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XVII. Issues Rerating to th& Bagr&y·Keene Open Meeting Act 

The UGB and CBEE, are subjed to Bagtey-Keene as "advisory boards" under 

Government Code § 11121.S. These Boards have been assigned the responsibilities and 

tasks to make recommendations to this Commission (om:erning our implementation of 

the low-income and energy efficiency programs, mandated by PU Code §§ 381-383. 

These Boards (unction in an advisOry rote, and there has been no deleg.ation to these 

Boards of any of our authority over these public purpose programs. In performing 

these responsibilities and tasks as "advisory bodies" on issues of much concern tothe 

public, the Commission has mandated that the boards conduct their meetings in public, 

in accordance with the Bagley-Keene. (0.97-04-044, p. 7.) 

The July 1S filings of the UGB and CBEE raise several issues concerning 

Bagley-Keene. Among these isSues arc: (I) Can a subcommittee composed o( "less than 

a quorum" of an advisory board conduct a J\onpublic meeting to gather and exchange 

information, and develop reports (or the advisory board's consideration? (2) is a 

technical adVisory committee of an advisory board subject to Bagley-Keene? (3) can an 

advisory board conduct a dosed meeting to consider the selection, hirin~ retenlioll, or 

approval of any consultant, sta((, or administrator? (4) when is teleconferencing 

permitted by Bagley-Keene? (5) should an advisory board member be permitted to vote 

by proxy and how many votes are reqUired (or the approval of a board aclion~ (6) what 

docs Bagley-Keene require (or public participation at the meetings of the Boards? and 

(7) how mllS! the public records of an advisory group be provided (or public inspection 

or distribution? 

A. "lE)sS Than A Quorum" Rule 

In its July 18, 1997 fiHn~ the CBEE raises the question whether 

subcommiHees composed of one to (our Board members (which is less than a quorum) 

arc permitted to gather and exchange information, and devctop reporls outside the 

Board's public meeting. (CBEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, pp. 9-10.) Such information and· 

reports would be presented to the Board during a public meeting. 
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A meeting of a subcommittee composed of less than a quorum may meet 

to gather and exchange information outside of a publically noticed meeting only if the 

subcommittee is composed of less than three members. This is because a subcommittee 

of three or more constitutes a "state body" under Government Code § 11121.8. This 

statutory provision makes an advisory subcommittee a /lstate bodytl if it is created by 

formal action of a state body (in this casc, the CBEE) and consists of three or mOre 

persons. Thus, the advisory subcommittee is subject to the requirements of Bagley

Keene. 

This interpretation of the "less than it quorum" rule is consistent with the 

interpretation of the California Attorney General found in 68 Ops.CaI.Atty.Gen 34, 40 

(February 15, 1985). In this opinion, the California Attorney General concluded that it 

"state body," which was composed of eleven members and which was subject to 

Bagley-Keene, could not interview candidates {or the position of ex<x:ulive director in 

closed session, but "could appoint an advisor}' committee of Or to the cornmission 

consisHng of less than three individuals to screen potential candidates." 

Further, we address the issue as to whether three or more Board members 

can "get together" outside Board meetings to purely gather information for 

presentation to the CBEE during the public meetings. "Purely gathering information" 

is permiSSible so long as no deliberation takes place. The courts have broadly defined 

"deliberation" to include "not only collective discussion, but the collective acquisition 

and exchange of facts preliminary to the ultimate decision." (Sacramento Newspal2cr 

Guild v. Sacramento County Bd. ofSuprs. (1968) 263 CaJ.App.2d 41,47-48; see also, 

Rowen v. Santa Clara Unified School Dist. (1981) 121 CaJ.App.3d 231,234; Stockton 

Newspaper. Inc. v. Redevelopment Agency (1985) 171 Cal.App.3d 95,102.) Based on 

this case law, if subcommittees mcct to form recommendations, their acls will constitute 

deliberation. However, the task of merely gathering information for CBEE's action, 

which docs not include any screening or discussion of such information, docs not 

constitute deliber.ltion within this broad definition. Further, the "transmission of 

informational materials" which involves "no in.teraction or conlmunkation between or 
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among individual Board members .• . /1 docs not conslHute deliberation. (Frazer v. 

Dixon Unified School Dist. (1993) 18 Cal.App.4th 781, 797.) 

Thus, if there is deliberation or action by any subcommittee composed of 

three or more persons, then the meeting of this subcommittee must be noticed in the 

manner required by Bagley-Keene. However, a subcommittee composed of (elvcr than 

three is not subject to this requirement, and thus, it is permitted to gather and exchange 

information, as wcll as develop reports which include recommendations, in a nonpublic 

setting.iS 

B. Technical AdvIsory Committees 

In its July 18 filing, CBEE requested a Commission determination as to 

applicability of the Bagley-Keene to the meetings of this Boardls Technical Advisory 

Committee. (CBEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, p. 10.) \Ve believe the act applies to the 

meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee. 

In D.97-02-014, p. 32 (slip op.), we instructed this board to appoint a 

Tcchnkal AdVisory Committee. CBEE has complied with these instructions. lVe also 

stated that "we expect participation in advisory committee activities to be as open as 

possible, and public participation should be encouraged." (hl.) 

"State bodies" arc subjed to the requirements of the Bagley-Keene. An 

advisory committee such as the Technical Advisory Committee is a state body under 

Government Code Section 11121.8, which states: 

U In their comments to CBEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, p.6, RESCUE/SESCO arc asking us to 
prohibit any two-person subcommittee from meeting in private with utilities and other 
interested parties. RESCUE/SESCO do not prOVide any ("oncrcte facts as to why these meetings 
should be prohibited ex("('pt to sa)' that they should be ("onductcd under public scrutiny. 
Bagley·Kecne docs not require that meetings involving two-person subcommittees be publicly 
noticed. Without more (acls, we do not intend to speculate on what might be o«urring. We 
hope that the purpose of these interactions betwcen any l\\'o-person subcommittee and the 
utilities and any other interested parties has bcen to gather and exchange information. Until 
we arc provided with sufficient facts to raise a serious concern, we will not prohibit such 
interactions. 
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"[AJ 'state body' means any advisory board, advisory commission, 
advisory committee, advisory subcommittee, or similar multi
member advisory board of a state body, if created by formal action 
of the state body or of any member of the state body, and if the 
advisory body so created consists of three or more persons." (Gov. 
Code § 11121.8.) 

The creation of the Technical Advisory Committee \ ... ·as formally 

mandated by a "state body," namely the Commission, and the CBEE, another "state 

body/' acting on this mandate, formally established the Technical Advisory Committee 

and has approved 36 individuals for membership. (See 0.97-02-014, p. 32; CBEE's 

Juty 18, 1997 Filing, p. 14.) Thus, the Technical Advisory Committee was created by 

formal action of two "state bodies," and it consists of three or motc persons. 

Consequently, by state law, the Technical Advisor}' Committee is a "state body" which 

must con\ply with the requirements of the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act. Further, 

this is consistent with OUr goa] that the activities of this ad\'isory committee "be as open 

as possible."I' 

c. Closed MeeUngs for ObtainIng Consultants. Staff, Or Administrators 

The CBES has asked this Commission what the applicability is of the 

closed session provision of Bagley-Keene to the selection, hiring, retention, or approval 

of lIan}' consultant, staff, or administrator." (CBER's July 18, 1997 Filing, p. 10.) 

Government Code § 11126(a) permits "state bodies," such as the CBEE, to hold "closed 

sessions during a regular or special meeting to consider the appointment, employment, 

or dismissal of a public employee Or to hear complaints or charges brought against the 

employee by another person or employee unless the employee requests a public 

meeting ..•. " (Gov't Code § 11126(a).) This provision is applicable to "employees" and 

not "independent contractors." (See Rowen v. Santa Clara Unified School Oisl. (1981) 

" We note that interested persons from the industry and the public may at an)' time choose to 
form a voluntary association related to energy efficiency matters. If such a group Were to form 
it may wish to seek (ormal recognition (rom the Commission as a working group. 
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121 Cal.App.3d 2-31, 235.}17 The statute uses the word "employees," and not 

"independent contractors,"and an independent contractor is not an employee. (S.G. 

Borello & Sons v. Department of Industrial Relations (1989) 48 Cal.3d 341, 349i Societa 

per Azioni de Navigazione Halia v. City of los Angeles (1982) 31 Cal. 3d 446, 457-458, 

cert. den. 459 U.S. 90i Germann v. \Vorkers' Compo Appeals Bd. (1981) 123 CaI.App.3d 

776, 783.) Further, since the legislature "presumptively" knew the dislinction between 

"employees" and "independent contractors," but did not include the latter in the 

language of the statute, it is assumed that "independent (ontractors" arc excluded. (Id.) 

Thus, whether § 11126(a) applies to the selection, hiring, retention, or 

approval of "any consultant, staff, or administrator" of the CBEE depends On whether 

such a person is a "employee" or "independent contractor/' The test of whether a 

worker is an independent contr.,ctor or an emplo}'cc is the /lright of (ontro)" oVer the 

work done, as to the result, details of, and means by which the work is accomplished. 

(Societa per Azioni de Navigazione Halia v. City of Los Angeles, supra, 31 Ca1.3d at 

516.) If the employer retains the right of control, the worker is an employee; if the 

worker retains the means, he is an independent contractor. (f\'fasson v. New Yorker 

Magazine, Inc. (N.D. Cal. 1993) 832 F.Supp. 1350, 1373.) Factors in determ.ining the 

nature of the work reJationship also include the employer'S or employee's right to 

term.inate services, ,\'ithout incurring liability; who suppJit'S the instrumentalities, tools, 

and place of ,,'ork; a distinct occupation or business on the part of the person 

performing the service; the nature of the occupation; the length of time required 10 

render the service; the method of payment; and the parties' belief as to the reJationship 

created. (Germann v. Workers' Compo Appeals Bd, supra, 123 Cal.App.3d 776 at 783; 

see also Lab. Code § 3357 [" Any person rendering service for another, other than as an 

independent contr.1ctor ... is presumed to be an employee.'I)) 

II Although in Rowen, the California Supreme Court was addressing the applicability of the 
closed sessions pro\'isions of the Brown Act and not the Bagley-Keene Open Meeling Act, the 
language of both sections is virtually identic.)1. Thus. the California Supreme Court's holding 
in Rowen would apply in the instant situation. 
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In terms of the administrative, technical and legal consultants that the 

CBEE has procured, they appear to be "independent contractors" rather than 

lIemployees." These consultants seem to have "control" over the work, including the 

details and the means by which the work is to be performed. They have been retained 

on an interim and limited term basis for a special project, nan\ely the start-up 

operations. The consultants have their own offices. 

\Vith respect to the program administrators, e.g., the Independent 

Administrator, the Commission has mandated that these persons will be procured_ 

through a process consistent with the State Procurement Rules. (D.97-05-041, p. 3.) In 

obtaining program administrators through this process, they will likely be consultants 

who will be controlling their 1I0wn workll on a specified project for a defined period of 

time, and thus, be working as "independent contractors." 

In slim, the dosed sessions provision of Bagley-Keene does not apply to 

"any consultants, stall, or administrator" who are hired as "independent contractors." 

If theCBEE were to hire "employees/' then the provision would apply. 

D. TeleCOnferencing 

Both the CBEE and the UGB provide [or attendance by teleconferencing. 

(See Operating Rules of CBEE, p. I, Article 5.3 of CBEE's Proposed Bylaws, and § 5.8 of 

1.1GB's Proposed Bylaws.) For ('xample, in its Operating Rules, CBEE states the 

following: 

"Attendance in person by Board members at scheduled meetings is 
encouraged. If personal attendance is not possible, attendance can 
be by teleconference as long as the portion of the telcconferenccd 
mccting that is required to be open to the public is audible to the 
public at the location specified in the notice of the meeting and at 
least one member of the Board is physically present at the location 
specified in the notice of the meeting. All votes taken during a 
teleconferenced mccting will be by roll calL" 

Govemment Code § 1 1123 permits teleconferencing. Subdivision (b) of 

this statute states: 

"(I) Nothing in this article shall be constmcd to prohibit a state body from. 
holding an open or dosed meeting by teleconferencing if the 
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convening at one location of a quorum of the state body is difficult or 
impossible, subject to all of the foHowing: 

"(A) lne teleconferencing meeting shall comply with all 
requirements of this article applicable to other meetings. 

/I(B) The portion of the telecon(erenced meeting that is required 
to be open to the public shall be audible to the public at the 
location specified in the notice of the meeting. 

"(e) Each teleconference location shall be identified in the notice 
of the meeting and shall be accessible to the public. 

"(0) All votes taken during a teleconferenced meeting shall be by 
rolkaU. . 

"(E) The portion of the tel~on(erenced meeting that is dosed to 
the public may not include the consideration of any agellda 
itenl being heard pursuant to Section 11125.5 of the 
Government Code. 

"(F) At least one member of the state body shall be physka1ly 
present at the location specifled iIl the notice of the meeting. 

"(2) For purposes of this subdiVision, 'telecon(erence' means a conference 
of individuals in different locations, connected by electronic means, 
through either audio or video, or both. 

"(3) This subdivision shall not be operative and shall have no effect on 
and after January I, 1998." (Gov't Code § 11123 (b}(l) through 
(b) (3).) 

An issue has arisen as to whether teleconferencing would be permitted 

even if there is a quorum assembled in one location. As noted above, the Proposed 

Bylaws of both CBEn and LIGB and CBEE's Oper.lling Rules would allow (or this 

possibility. 

Govemment Code § 11 123 It()('S not prohibit telecon(erencing when there 

is a quorum present. The language in the statute docs not say "onl~ if there is no 

quorum/' 
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Further, we do not believe that the l..egislature, in enacting Government 

Code § 11123, intended such a result. Clearly, the Legislature was specifically 

concerned with the situation when a quorum would be "difficult or impossiblelJ at one 

localion, and not when a quorum was present. It is a weJl settled rule of statutory 

construction that: 

II , J'(s}tatutes must he given a reasonable and COmmon sense 
construction in accordance with the apparent purpose and 
intention of the lawmakers - one that is practical rather than 
technical, and that will lead to a wise poticy rather than to mischief 
or absurdity." , 1/ (People v. Aston (1985) 39 Ca1.3d 481, 492.) 

Thus, we will not read into Goverriment Code § 1112~ more restrictively 

than intended. 

Moreover, \"te do not wish to inhibit the maxin\um possible participation 

of Board members, who have been appointed because of their expertise in low-incon'le 

and energy efficiency programs. \Ve do not st'e how the general goals of Bagley-K(,(>ne 

to have the public observe and participate are being thwarted i£ we permit attendance 

by teleconferencing where a quorum is present in one location. \Ve will require that the 

Boards comply with all provisions of Government Code § 11 123(b)(I)(A)-(F) if there is 

any teleconferencing during a meeting. The Boards should incorporate these specific 

requirements in their Proposed Bylaws and Operating Rules (if applicable). 

\Vhite we will interpret the law to aUow participation by teleconferencing, 

we strongly encourage the CBEE and the UGB to attempt to have all participating 

members in one place (or every meeting, and to usc teleconferencing only as a last 

resort. To this end, we will require the Boards to have at least a majority of members 

physically present in one 'oc.ltion at all Board meetings. Thus, we are precluding the 

Boards from teleconferencing if there is no quorum physically present, despite what is 

permitted by Government Code § 11123. 

\Ve also note that the authority for teleconferencing will be short-lived 

because Government Code § 11 123(b) is effective only untit January I, 1998. (Sec Gov't 

Code § 11123(b){3).) Thus, the CBEE and the UGB should also include language in 
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their Proposed Bylaws that teleconferencing is not permitted on or after January I, 1998, 

unless the Legislature reenacts this statute. 

E. Voting 

Article 5.3 of the CBER's Proposed Bylaws states: "Decisions shall be 

made by majority vote or supermajority \'ole (as provided for in the operating rules) of 

those voting members present or the n\ember's representative, provided thai a 

minimum of four votes shall be required in all circumstances." (Proposed Bylaws, 

CBEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, p. 7.) 

In their comments, RESCUE/SESCO argue that language in Article 5.3 

would permit voting ~y proxy and that a vote could be taken by less than a quorum. 

They advocate that neither be permitted. 

\Vilh respect to voting by proxy, we have not and will not permit it. As 

discussed above, attendance must be in person (except when teleconfercncing is 

permitted), so that the deliberation by the member will occur in public. Further, we 

have appointed these men\bers as individuals, and have not contemplated that there 

would be a "member's representative." As we stated in 0.97-04-044, p. 8 (slip op.): 

"The public members are named as individuals and may not be 
substituted for at meetings. Institutional members may be rcplaced 
by the institutions as may be required, however only one person 
can fill a slot at any timc (i.e., no sharing or substitution without 
replacement." 

Accordingly, reference to a "member's representativc" should be removed 

because we will not permit voting by proxy. In its I{esponsc, CBEIl agrees that there 

should be no voting proxy, except that it desires represcntali\'e voting by the 

insHtutional members. \Ve will not create an exccption for institutional members. 

\VUh respect to the CBEllls voting ntle in Article 5.3 of its Proposed 

Bylaws, we do not believe that the CBEE intends that \'oUng will occlir when there is 

not a quorum present. As Article 5.3 provides: II A majority of the members of the 

Board in office shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business." \Ve interpret 

the "tr.'lnsaction of business" to mean "holding a mecting," and thus1 being able to IIlake 
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action." (See Gov'. Code § 11122.) A quorum is required to "take action" under 

Bagley-Keene. (62 Ops.CaJ.Alty.Gen. 698, 699-700 (No\'ember 14, 1979).) 

However, the CBBE has set forth "a minimum of four Votes" rule in 

Article 5.3, which could be read to mean that a vote on a particular issue involving less 

than a quorum of the board could be possible. Ott the other hand, this "minimum of 

lour votes" is subject to another interpretation; that is that a measure may not pass 

unless it is supported by (our votes. In light o( the language in Article 5.3 stating that a 

quorum is required (or the transaction of business, We beheve the latter reading of the 

"minimum of four votes,j rule is the correct one. To avoid any possibility for 

misunderstanding. we suggest that the CBEE modify its" a minimum of four votes" 

rule as follows: 

which states: 

I'Decisions shall be made by rnaJority vote or supennajority vote (as 
provided for in the operating rules) of those voting men\bers 
present, provided that no measure shall pass tmtess, under aU 
circumstances, a minimum of four members vote in support of the 
measure/' 

Howevcr, \\'C do have a ~ortcern with the (oHowing language in Article 5.3 

"A meeting at which a quorum is initially present ma}' transact 
business notwithstanding the withdrawal of members, if any action 
taken is approved by at least a majority of the required quomm for 
the mceting/' 

Section 6.4 of the LIGB's Proposed Bylaws ~ontaiJ\S the same provision. 

\Ve are concerned that this language would permit a vote with less th.\n a quorum 

present. n.(s is inconsistent with the requirement that there must be a quorum to 

transact business, including to take action, e.g., vote on a specific issue. When a 

member whose presence is required lor a quorum "withdraws" from the meeting by 

leaVing, the result is that the required quorum no longer exists, and thus, no business 
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can be transacted. I
' Another way to state this principle is that the number needed to 

transact business, including to conduct a meeting or take action, namely a quorum, is 

the same number that must be present (or a vote. 

The law does consider a vote to be valid when a member abstains (rom a 

vote, not (or reasons o( conflict o( interest, and the abstaining member who was needed 

to make the quorum is present at tile time of the vote. The vote is valid so long as there 

is a majority of voles in support of the nleasure. (See Dry Creek Valley Assn., Inc. v. 

Board of Supervisors (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 839, which held that an abstention or 

nonaction is considered a vote; see also 62 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 698, supra, at 700; 61 

Ops.CaLAtty.Gen. 243, 251 (May 23,1978).) 

Therefore, We will require the CBEE and UGB to modify the language in 

their Proposed Bylaws (Article 5.3 (or eBEE a!ld § 6.4 for UGB) to eliminate the 

possibility that a vote on a particular issue could occur when a quorum is not present. 

eBEE's Operating Rules will also require modification based 01\ the above discussion. 

II This can also happen in another context. For example, (ive members o( the CBEIl arc nec<ted 
(or a quorunl. If the person or persons who arc needed to make the quorum and that person or 
persons Cdnnot vote on a particular issue because of a conflict of interest, Ihen the Board no 
longer has a quorum t6 be abJe to "tr"nsad business" or "take a(tion" on that item. " 'A 
member who is not enlitled to vote ~<,use of a conflict o( inter('Stl (or example, is not counted 
(or purposes of establishing a quorurn on a parlicular question. [Citations.)''' (780ps.Ca1. 
AUy.Gen. 332,341 (November 17, 1995), cHing 62 Ops.Ca1.Atly.Gen. 698, ~ at 700.) 

It is noted that there are special rules whkh apply where a majority of the board is 
prohibited from participating due to a conflict of interest, and thus a quorum would be 
impossible. (See 78 Ops.Cal.Atly.Gen. 332; ~ at 335-336; sec also, 62 Ops.Cat.Atly.Gen. 698, 
~ at 700.) These special rules constitute the rule of necessity, and have a naif ow 
application. They can only be used when Ihe disqualified member is "Jegclily rt.'quircd" to 
participate so that there can be a quorum; the disqualified member is not brought back to break 
a tie; and there Me no other options available, e.g., postponement of the vote. (Sec generaJl)', 78 
Ops.CaJ.Atty.Gen. 3321 supra.} If more than one member is disqualifilxl, not all the disqualified 
members will be allow to remain and participate. Only the number of members that is rc-quirt.'<l 
to establish a quorum shaH be aJtoWed to participate. llih at 335-336.) The selection of the 
particular members who wm be permitted to participate may be accomplished by a prO«'ss o( 
selection by Jot. (rd. aI336-338.) 
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F. Public Participation 

In their comments to CBEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, pp. 4-5 and 7-9, 

RESCUE/SESCO claim that the CBEE's public participation provision in Article 5.5 of 

its bylaws "is far too restrictivc/' and that the CBEE has not provided meaningful 

opportunity for public comment. 

Article 5.5 of the CBEn's Proposed Bylaws proVides: 

liThe Board will provide an opportunity to members of the public 
to addreSs the Board directly on eath agenda iten\ before or during 
the Board's discussion or consideration of the item. The Board will 
provide a sign-up sheet for members of the pubJic who wish to 
address the Board. Copies of Board tiocuments n\ay be requested 
from the Board. The sign-up sheet will be available prior to the 
commencement of the public meeting afld will provide space (or 
the name of the member of the public wishing to address the Board, 
whom that individual represellts, and the agenda item to be 
addressed." (See Proposed Bylaws, CBEE's July 18, 1997 Filing, 
pp. 7-8.) 

The CBEE has provided an opportunity for public participation consistent 

with Bagley-Keene, which requites! "[T}he state body shall provide an opportunity for 

members of the public to directl}' address the state body on each agenda item before or 

during the state body#s discussion or consideration of the item .. /' (Go,,#t Code 

§ 11125.7(a).} 

However, RESCUE/SESCO claim that requiring the public to sign up 

prior to the public meeting limits the opportunity (or meaningful public p~rlkipation. 

Some documents ~re m~de available only minutes before the meeting, or the agenda 

does not provide sufficient details to help a member of the pubJic determine if he or she 

wants to make a public (Omn1cnt. 

In its Response, CBEE argues that these are only minimum requirements 

and that in practice, more opportunities have been provided to the public during the 

meetings. \Ve arc persuaded that CBEE has provided sufficient opportunity (or public 

comment. To emphaSize this, the bylaws should spell Ollt all the opportunities (or 

recognizing public members during the meetings, and the Boards should continue to 

make as many opportunities available as possible, consistent with the Boards' 
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obligation to conduct business in an orderly fashion. CBEH and UGB should modify 

their bylaws accordingly. 

\Ve are persuaded by CBEE's Response that it has made every e(fort to 

pubJicly distribute documents as soon as those documents become available. Because 

of the extreme time pressures on eBEE, it is understandable why documents cannot be 

provided well in advance. 

G. Insp~ctlon and Distribution of Public Records 
of th~ Advisory BOards 

In their comments to the UGH's July 18, 1997 Filing, pp. 39-40, 

RESCUE!SESCO take issue with how the UGB has handled the public1s access to its 

public records. They recommend tl}at the UGB be lIinstructed" to (1) set up a mailing 

listi (2) offer all of its public docunlents via e-mail, pending final set up of a web site; 

(3) use the internet facilities which have been offered to the Board at no charge, and 

(4) set up a web site. 

Although Bagtey-Kff'ne requites the inspection and distribution of public 

documents, the Act does not mandate a specific method Or means for public inspection 

or distributionJ e.g., hard copy or electronically. (Gov't Corle § 11125.1.) 

Accordingly, except (or RESCUE/SESCO's recommendation to use free 

private internet facilities," we do not preclude the UGB from using any of the other 

me.lns suggested by RESCUE/SESCO to provide (or public inspection or distribution of 

its public documents. In fact .. the L1GB should establish a mailing list to facilitate a 

systematic way for interested members of the public to request and receive any 

documents from a meeting that they could not attend.2\) 

It \Ve will not permit the UGH to use the (rcc intemetlacilities because we do not wish to 
"brand" any private internet fadlities as being affiliated with the Commission or its ad\'isory 
boards in any fashion. 

lO If the costs btxome exorbitant, an advisory board could consider "charging a fcc or deposit 
for a copy o( a public record .•• " (Gov't Code § 11125.1(c).) 
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XVIII. Funding Transfer Issues on Renewables and RO&O 

CEC SOC&E, PG&E, and SCE ("the parties") have reached agreement on all but 

one funding transfer issue related to rene\\'ables and RD&D. Toda}"s decision 

addresses the areas of agreement. By separate order we will address the remaining 

nonconsensus isslle, namely, which utilities arc responsible for payment of the 

$75 million renewables pa}'ment to'the CEC, identified in PU Code § 381 (c) (3) and (d). 

We will also address by separate order SCE's June 3, 1997 Petition For Modification of 

0.97-04-044 and Clarification of Commission RO&D Balancing Account Policy. 

The parties agree that the public purpose program surcharge funds collected [or 

RD&D programs administered by the CEC should be s;cnt by the utilities directly to the 

CEC's "Public Interest Research, De\'c1opment and Demonstration Program Fund" 

trust account established [or these funds, unless otherwise directed by the Legislature 

or the Commission. \Vith respect to the RD&O payments, the parties also agree that 

payments shoul.l be made no later than th~ follOWing dates in the specified anlOunts, 

unless otherwise directed by the Legislature or the Commission: 

I{D&D Fllllds PG&E Edisoll SDG&E Total 
($ MilUons) 

1/5/98 $5.94 $5.64 $0.78 $12.36 
3/31198 5.9·1 5.64 0.78 12,36 
6/30/98 5.94 5.64 0.78 12.36 
9/30/98 5.94 5.64 0.78 12.36 

12131198 5.94 5.64 0.78 12.36 
3/31199 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
6130199 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
9/30199 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

12/31199 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
3/31100 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
6/30/00 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
9/30/00 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

12/3lfOO 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
3/31/01 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
6/30/01 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
9/30/01 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

12/31/01 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

TOTALS: $118.80 $112.80 $15.60 $247.20 
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The parties agree that the public purpose program surcharge funds colleded for 

the renewablcs programs administered by the CEC should be sent by the utilities 

directly to the CEC's "Public Interest Renewable ResoutceTechnotogies Fund" trust 

ac('ount established for these funds, unless othenvisc directed by the Legis]ature or the 

Commission. \Vith regard to the renewable program payments, the parties also agree . 

that payments should be made on or before the following dates in the specified 

amounts, unless otherwise directed by the Legislature or the Commission: 

Rmeivable PG&E Edisoll 5DG&E Total 
Funds ($.\tillioHS) 

115/98 $9.60 $9.90 $2.40 $21.90 
3/31198 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 
6/~0/98 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 
9130/98 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 

1V31198 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 
3/31199 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
6130/99 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
9130/99 t:too 12.375 3.00 27.375 

12/31199 12.00 12.375 3.00 21.375 
3/31100 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
6/30/00 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
9130/00 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 

12131/00 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
3/31101 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 
6/30/01 .12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 
9130/01 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 

12/31/01 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 
Subtotals: $192.00 $225.00 $48.00 $465.00 

On or before 3/3112002 $75.00 

TOTAL: $540.00 
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The parlies agree that if a need arises (or an aecefer<ltion of the payment 

schedules listed abovc, they will work to achieve an acccptable replaccment payment 

schedule, and reserve the right to come back to the Commission if an acceptable 

resolution cannot be reached. \Ve note that no parties object to these agreements. 

The agreed-upon transfer schedules appear reasonable and will be adopted. 

SDG& B, SCE, and PG& E should submit advke Jetters establishing ratemaking 

n\t'('hanisms to implement the traI\sfer in accordance with the ALYs June IS, 1997 

ruling, i.e., 14 days after the effective date of today's decision. 

XIX. Next Steps 

In light 6( the issues addressed in (oday's decision, we reCognize that the ALI 

may need to consider whether revisions to the current proredural schedule are 

required. \Ve dire<t the ALI to hold a further implementation workshop to address 

scheduling and procedural issues, as SOOn as practicable. In the meantime, the Boards 

should continue workitlg towards the procedural milestones established to dale by ALJ 
and Comn'l.issioner rulings. 

Findings of Fact 

1. In 0.97-02-014, the CommisSion directed utilities to retain their stewardship of 

DSM programs during the transition to a ne\~ administrative structure and to _ 

inlplement those progmnls in ac('ordance with currcnt DSM rurcs and shareholder 

in<"Cntives until the transition was complete. 

2. Implementation of the new administrath'e stnlcture (or energy efficiency and 

low-incon'l.e assistan("C programs, as envisioned in D.97-02-014, will require mote time 

than originally anticipated. 

3. The appointment of a state agency or agencies as interim administrators (or 

energy eUiciency and low-income assistance progranls at this time would significantly 

divert the rcsOtIt(~es of the Boards, Commission staff and interested parties away from 

the irnplementation activities necessary to competithtcty procure new independent 

admlnlslrators. 
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4. Having a state agency administer energy efficiency and low-income assistance 

programs in the interim may be confusing to energy service providers and customers 

alike because the}' would be dealing with up to thrcc different entities over a two-year 

period. 

5. Establishing a fixed period lor continuing the current administrative structure is 

consistent with the intent of 0.97-02-014. 

6. A deadline of October 11 1998 for completion of the transition to new 

administration for energy eClidency programs is within the range of timelines presented 

by theCBEE. 

7. A deadline of January I, 1999 (or completion of the transition to new 

administration for low-income assistance progr.mls is not within the range oj time lines 

presented by the L1GB, but should be achievable with current and enhanced resources. 

8. EVen though SoCa) currently continues to operate its O\\'n energy ellidency and 

low-income programsl coordination in the planning and delivery ol services requires 

that it work with the Boards and selected adrilinistrators. 

9. In order to move more rapidly towards Our market transformation goals during 

the transition to a new administrative structur(', some changes to the existing DSM 

rures, program design and shareholder incentivt.~ may be needed. 

10. Making changes to the existing DSM rules, program design and shareholder 

incentives (or utility administraHon o( energy eCficiency programs during the transition 

can be considered through utility October I, 1997 applications in time to provide 

meaningful guidance for utility stewardship during 1998 if hearings on disputed 

material (acts are not needed. 

11. PrOViding parries the opportunity to make such changes in a consensus building 

manner would assist in permiting resolution of issues in a timely manner. 

12. Because CEC will have the opportunity to participate in the utilities' Cktober 1 

application process, a three-way planning process between CBEEI the CEC, and the 

utilities on research data funding issues is unwarrantcd~ 
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13. The Advice Letter process is an inappropriate vehicle (or considering the types 

of rule changes and program modifications contemplated by the utilities and CBEE (or 

1998 programs. 

14. Beginning in 1998, funding o( commitments from prior year OS.M programs 

cannot be handled as they have been in the past because of changes in the regulatory 

framework (or electric utilities. 

15. D.97-02-026 limited funding (or 1998 gas programs to 1996Ieve1s. 

16. The June9, 1997 utility estimates of pre-I998 commitments are subject to 

considerable uncertainty and have not been verified by CBEE or reviewed in detail by 

other parties. 

17. The level of prc-I998 comn\itn\ents can be reasonably lirnited by not allowing 

utility expenditures and commitments in 1997 to exceed I()()O/O of authorizations. 

18. Managing the level of pre-I99-8 conlmitments by recommending modifications 

to current payout dates is a logical extension of the Board functions articulated in 

D.97-02-014, Conclusion of Law 6. 

19. The Boards' recommended contract payout dates may not allow utilities to 

complete the inspection and verification process currently required. 

20. The Boards' current projections of 1997 Board expenses just iCy an increase it\ 

start-up (unding authorizations. 

21. Ev(>n the high range of estimat(>s of 1997 Board start-up expenditures represents 

a small percentage o( surcharge (unds. 

22. Authorizing the high range of estimates of 1997 Board start-up expenditures 

will permit the Boards to proceed during the rest of 1997 without the need to submit a 

re-quest for additional funding authorization for 1997 activities. 

23. D.97·04-044 makes the Boards' opcralions subject to audit at the Commission's 

discretion. 

24. CBEE's vision o( administrative functions is not dearly consistent with the 

Commission's policy direction in D.97·02-014. 

25. CBEE's bylaws do not specifically acknowledge the two-pronged approach to 

market transformation articulafed in D.97-02·014. 
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26. Pending further aSSUrdl\ce by the IRS, it would be premature to issue a final 

decision regarding the Boards' legal structure for administering funds authorized for 

energy efficiency and low-income assistance programs. 

27. Directing the Boards to confer further with the IRS is consistent with the 

Commission's current approach to resolving legal structure issues for other Advisory 

Boards. 

28. The Boards may not have the legal authority to sign contracts for staff resources 

or make any payn\ents related to start-up activities until a number of legal issues are 

resolved/ including their legal structure. 

29. The issue of whether Advisory Boards will be able to hire permanent staff will 

depend on the legal structure that the CommissiOIl detern\ines for the Boards. 

30. UGB proposes adoption of the FPPC standard Conflict of Intercst Code, 2 Cal. 

Code of Regulations § 18730. 

31. CBEE developed its O\\o'n modified conflicts of int(>tesfcode for Commission 

consideration. 

32. SB 595 mandates that the Commission shall modify its OWn Conflict of Interest 

Code and Statement of Incompatible Activities by February 28, 1998, in a manner 

consistent with applicable law. 

33. Revisions to the Commission's own Connict of Interest rules or other 

circumstances may warrant modification of the interim connict of interest rules we 

adopt today (or UGB and COEE. 

34. The Commission is responsible (or the seledion and screening of persons to 

serVe on Advisory Committees, such as the CBEE and UGB, including Board vacancies. 

35. The lISC of Board subcommittffs may be the most efficient approach to 

accomplishing the Boards' tasks, given the timeframc cstablished in today's order. 

36. The Commission and interested parties can be made fully aware of what Board 

work is undertaken in subcommittee mfftings only if they arc open to the public and 

noticed in accordance with the requirements of Bagley-Keene. 
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37. Advisory Committees appointed by the Boards are composed of a separ.lte 

group of individuals selected on the basis of their expertise; they report directly to the 

Board at full Board meetings on tedmical or programmatic issues. 

38. \Vell-(unctioning Boards and Advisory Committees should be able to exchange 

information without Board members attending Advisory Committee meetings. 

Attendance at those meetings by a Board member is more properly considered 

"preparation work" than Board work. 

39. Per diem (or a Board member's preparation work was denied by the 

Commission in D.97-04-044. 

40. The per diem and expense reimbursement policies adopted by the Comnlission 

in D.97-04-044 apply only to Board members, with the exception that the portion of the 

rules governing payment of invoices also applies to expenses incurred by consulting 

and support services pursuant to contracts negotiated) signed, and approved by the 

Board. 

41. The use of the term "slipport services" in reference to supplies and 

photocopying expenses incurred by Board members is ambiguous and should be 

deleted [rom the expense reimbursen\ent rules. 

42. The travel reimbursement limits currently in effect and applicable to 

Commission staff on official duty provide for a higher limit for designated high-cost 

areas, including San l~rancisco. 

43. Reimbursement for working lunches during Board meetings or sub(ommittce 

meetings can be handled within the per diem limits applicable to Commission staff by 

charging each member a prorated share of the cost. 

44. COERls proposed indemnification language includes a sentence that commits 

representation through the o{(ice of the California Attorney General, which goes 

be}'ond the indemnification provisions of D.97·04-044. Representation by the California 

Attorney General in any individual case will depend on such (actors such as available 

staUing and expertise. 

45. The isslles to be addressed with regard to a((jliate transactions in this 

proceeding arc broader than those being considered in R.97-04-011 /f.97-().J-012, since 
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they include issues related to non-utility aWliafe transactions in the case of non-utility 

program administrators. 

46. The schedule (or R.97-04-011/1.97-04-012 would have requited that the Boards 

file their recommendations by June 2, 1997, which was not feasible. 

47. A Board subcommittee of three or more constitutes a "st~te body" under 

Government Code § 11121.8. 

48. A state body may meet in dosed session purely to gather information (or Board 

actioll, as long as no deliberation takes place. Deliberation includes not only collective 

discussion, but the collective acquisition and exchange of facts preJin\inary to the 

ultimate decision. Deliberation includes the formation of recommendations (or Board 

consideration. 

49. CBEE has con'plied with instructions in 0.97-02-014 to appoint a Technical 

Advisory Committee and to have the mcctings of this advisory committee be as open as 

possible. 

SO. The dosed session provision of 8agle}t-Kccne applies to employees, but does not 

apply to any consultants, staff Or administrators who ate hired as independ(>nt 

contractors. 

51. The administrati\'e, tcchnkal, and legal consultants that CBEE has pr~ured 

I) have control over the work, including the derails and the means by which the work is 

to be performed, 2) have been retained on an interim and limited term basis for a spedal 

project, namely the start-up operatiol\sl and 3) have their own offices. 

52. The program administrators will be procured through the state procurement 

process and will control their own work on a specified project for a defined period of 

time. 

53. The Legislature in enacting Government Code § 1 1 1 23 (b) was sp~cifically 

concemcd with the situation when a quomm would be "difficult or impossible" to 

assemble at one location, and not when a quorum was present. 

54. Govemment Code § 11 1 23 (b) does not pe~mit aHendante by teleconferencing on 

or after January I, 1998. 
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55. Allowing Board members to vote by proxy or by a member's representative is 

inconsistent with the Commission's directives in 0.97-04-044. 

56. It is reasonable to interpret CBEE's ita minimum of (our votes" rule to meari that 

a measure may not pass unless it is supported by (our votes. 

57. Although Bagley-Keene requires the inspection and distribution of public . 
. 

documents, the Act does not mandate a specific method or means (or public inspection 

or distribution. 

58. CEC, SDG&E, PG&E, and SCE have reached agreement on all but one (un~ing 

tr.Ulsfer issue related to renewables and RO&O, including the funding transfer schedule 

and amounfs. 

ConclusIons of Law 

1. The new administrator (or energy effidencyprograms should be in place and 

operating October 1,1998. 

2. The transition to a new adnlinistrator (or low-income assistance programs 

should be completed by January I, 1999. 

3. Consistent with our direction in 0.97-02-014 and our DSM rules, the Boards 

should recommend the pace and schedule (or the transference of (unctions, (unding 

assets and program commitments [rom utilities to the new administrators and phase~ 

down of utility programs, as appropriate. 

4. PG&E, seE, SDG&E, and SoCal should not phase down programs prematurely 

as the Boards implement their transition plans. The Boards should monitor the 

transition and make rc<:ommendations to the Commission on how to address 

unreasonable gaps in services, should they arise during the transition. 

5. Since it is the Commission's goal to ha\'e a gas surcharge [or public purpose 

programs in the (uture, at which time SoCal's programs will also transfer to the new 

administrative structure, it is reasonable to require that SoCal provide the Boards with 

information needed to monitor the level of program aclivity. 

6. PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, and SoCal, as part of a joint planning process with CBEE, 

should We applications on October I, 1997 on DSM program plans ptusuant to the 
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Assigned Commissioner's Ruling dated August I, 1997. 111e filing of these applications 

should repJace the existing Advice Leifer process. The procedural schedule for 

addressing the October 1 applications and CBEE rC(ommendations should be 

determined by the assigned ALl, in consultation with the A~igned Commissioner. 

SoCal should remOVe proposals to modify shareholder incentives and to change other 

aspects of our rules from A.97-05-026 and include them in its October 1,1997 

application. 

7. The Cktober I, 1997 applications may include proposed modifications to DSM 

rulest energy efficiency program designs, and shareholder incentives. These 

modificatiOns should be designed to respond to the Commission's goal of market 

transformation and creation of a self-sustaining energy efficiency services industry. 

Such prOpOsals should be developed with the transition deadlines established by this 

decision in mind. 

8. The 1998 funding issues surrounding saturation survey, load metering, market 

assessment, and other research data colleCtion activities should be addressed as part of 

the joint planning process and October I, 1997 applications. 

9. It is reasonable to track the 1998 costs associated with pre-I998 commitments at 

this time, and determine the cost recovery treatment at a later date. 

10. Unspent 1997 funds should continue to be accounted (or in existing DSM 

balancing accounts, or in new accounts established (or this purpose as part of the tariff 

streamlining phase of this proceeding. 

11. It is reasonable to limit the level o( pre-I998 commitments by limiting 1997 

expenditures and commitments to 100% of authorized le\'els (or both gas and elC(lric 

energy efficiency programs. This limit should apply to any gas or electric expenditures 

made in 1997 and to any financial commitments made during the 1997 operation of 1997 

energy efficiency programs, induding those incurred by SoCal. 

12. CBEE recomolended contract payout dates should be approved for gas and 

electric progr~\msl including those currently operated by SoCal, subject to modification 

after CBEE has conferred (urther with the utilities on the issue of inspection and 

verifkation. 
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13. In their October I, 1997 applications, PG&E, SDG&E, seE, and SoCa) should: 

• Propose a cost-accounting process that will work in concert with the 
cost-accounting process for transfening surcharge funds to accounts 
designated (or CBEE aClivities in 1998, \\'ith no commingling of 
surcharge funds with non-energy efficiency activities un]ess approved 
by the Commission; 

• Identify the size, timing, and ('auS(>s of pre-I998 commitments and 
identify the assets or expected revenues that could help lund ot offset 
those commitment levels during 1998. SDG&E, SCE, and PG&E 
should update the data in the June 9 filings. 

• Present updated estimates of carryover funds, by program category; 
and 

• Propose an accounting mechanism to track the 1998 costs associated 
with pre-I998 program commitments. 

14. PG&E, SDG&E, SCE, and SoCalshould modify the scope and content of their 

Annual DSM Report to include a separate section identified as pre-1998 program 

commitments. 111l~ utilities should work with CBEH to ensure reporting consistency 

and continuity between the utility June 9 fiJings, the October 1 applications and 

supplemental filing and April DSM reports. 

15. It is reasonable to authorize the high range of estimates of 1997 start up costs for 

both Boards, with the expe<lalion that these funding allowances will not be fully 

expended in 1997 and unused amounts will be available for 1998. 

16. PG&E, SDG&E, and SCE should prOVide additional start-up funding to the 

Boards in the following amounts! 

Pacific Gas and Erectric 

Southem California Edison 

San Diego Gas « Electric 

Total: 

UGB 

$235,600 

235,600 

117,800 

$589,000 

CBEB 

$262/120 

262,120 

131,060 

$,655,300 

17. Consistent with our determinations in D.97-Q.l-Q.l4 and D.97-05-041, these funds 

should be considered an ad,,'ance from the utilities from expected 1998 funds from the 
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public goods surcharge, and such advances shan accntc interest at the commercial 

paper (prime, three months) rate. 

18. PG&E and SeE should pay all bills for CBEE and L1GB, respectively. SCE and 

SDG&E should transfer their CBEE funding allocations to PG&E, and PG&E, and 

SOC&E should transfer their UGB funding allocations to SeE. 
-

19. It is re"'1sonable to conduct an audit of the Boards' 1997, 1998, and 1999 

operations, and determine the need for audits beyond 1999 at a later date. 

20. CBER should define the role and specific activities of the energy efficiency 

program administrator consistent with those general functions described in 

D.97~02-014, namely that the administrator: 

• Assists the Board in selecting various projects; 
• Pays monies to and verifies prograrn milestones/performance indicators; 
• Manages any Standard Offers; 
• Collects the funds and manages the bank account; 
• Provides administrative support to CBEE; and 
• Will not delhfer energy solutions. 

21. Under the new administrative struchlre, projc<:t deVelopment and agreements 

with customers should be left to private companies, consistent with our policy direction 

in D.97-02-014. CBEn should obtain qualified analytic support services to review 

program efEedi\'eness, rather than delegate that function to the program 

administrators. 

22. The fourth sentence of Article 2.1 of eBEE's bylaws should be amended to more 

dearly reflect the two-pronged approach to market transformation articulated in 

0.97-02-014. 

23. The Boards' bylaws should be clarified to explicitly state the advisory nature of 

their activities and the circumstances under which the Boards seck Commission revicw 

and appro\'al before moving forward with their dutics. 

24. L1GB and CBEE should not organizc themselves as Public Benefit Corporations 

or establish bank accounts and trust funds until important tax issues ha\'c been 

resolvcd. 
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25. LIGB and CBEE should revise their proposed bylaws and other start-up 

documents consistent with today's order, and file those documents together with 

proposed trust agreements as compliance filings for Commission review. 

26. UGB and CBEE should initiate steps to request a prcsubmission conference with 

the JRS to address any concerns the IRS may have regarding legal sfructure. FoUowing 

the conference, CBEll and LIGB should provide the Commission with a status report 

plus further recomnlendations, as appropriate, regarding the issue of legal structure 

and tax-exempt status. 

27. The utilities should continue to make payments (rolli. the accounts set up to 

record and track the Boards' start-up funds, up to the start-up funding levels approved 

in 0.97-04-044 and augmented by today's decision. Pursuant to 0.97-05-041, i( a 

contract needs to be executed, the Board should select the provider, and the"designated 

utility who signs the contract should not have any specific right to veto the selection. 

The utility should be responsible fOr making payments to the provider. 

28. rIlle language on page 4 of 0.97-05-041 should be modified so that it cannot be 

interpreted to mean Board authorization to hire permanent employC(>S. 

29. The Boards should confer with Commission general counsel to establish a 
process (or determining when the usc of outside counsel is appropriate. 

30. On an interim basis, UGB and eBES should comply with the I'FPC standard 

Conflict of Interest Code, 2 Cal. Code of Regulations § 18730. 

31. For purposes of applying 2 Cal. Code of Regulations § 18730, UGB and CBEE 

should define "dt~sjgnated employees" to include aU members of their 1espective 

Boards. LIGB and CBEE should usc the IIdisclosure categories" proposed by UGB and 

enumerated in this decision. 

32. The conflict of interest rules we adopt today should apply to UGB and CBEE 

until such time as they are either affirmed as final rules or modified by Commission 

order. 

33. Sections 3.2 and 3.6 of the LIGB's proposed byJaws and Article 3.6 of the CBEE's 

proposed bylaws should be modified to clarify that the Commission shall n'ake all 

screening and selection decisions regarding filling Board vacancies. The Boards should 
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be allowed to provide the Commission with the names of possible candidates for 

consideration. 

34. The per diem provisions adopted in 0.97-04-044 for Board meetings should be 

extended to Board subcommittee meetings that comply with Bagley-Keene until 

December 31,1998, unless extended by further Commission order. 

35. Reimbursement issues related to high cost areas and working lunches can be 

reasonably addressed within the per diem limits applicable to Conlmission staff on 

official duty, as described in this decision. The Boards should pay the prorated share ot 
a ,\'orking lunch tor members whose lunches are not covered by either per diem or 

expense reimbursements. 

36. The Boards' per diem and expense reimbursement rules should apply only to 

Board members, except as provided for by this decision. 

37. CBEE's proposed indemnification language should be modified by deleting the 

language that con\mits to representation through the office of the California Attorney 

General. 

38. The affiliate niles applicable to programs and funding administered by the 

Boards should be developed in this preeeeding. until further notice. 

39. The utililies should include in their October I, 1997 progr(lm planning 

applications descriptions of their plans to coordinate customer information services 

regarding energy e((jciency with their plans to educate customers about their chokes 

for energy. 

40. If there is deJiber(ltion or action by any Board subcommittee composed ot three 

or more persons, then the meeting of this subcommittee should be public and noticed in 

the manner required by Bagley-Keene. 

4.1. Bagley-Keene applies to the meetings of the Technical Advisory Committee. 

42. A Board or advisory subcommittee composed of less than three should be 

permitted to gather and exchange information, as well as develop reports , .... hich include 

recommendations, in a nonpublic setting. 
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43. The dosed session provision of Bagley-Keene does not appJy to the selection, 

hiring, retention or approval of CBEE's administrativc, technical, and legal consultants, 

because these consultants are independent contractors rather than employ('('s. 

44. The general goals of Bagley-K(,(,ne to have the public observe and participate 

arc not thw<uted jf attendance by teleconfercncing is permitted when a quorum is 

present in one location. 

45. The Boards should be prohibited from teleconferencing if there is no quorum in 

one location, despite what is permitted by Government Code § 11123. 

46. Government Code § 11123 does not prohibit teleconferencing where there is a 

quorum present. 

47. Voting by proxy should not be permitted. 

48. A quorum is required to "take actionfl under Bagley-Keene. 

49. The number needed to transact business, including to condud a ",('('ting or take 

action .. namely a quorum, is the same number that 1l1usl be present for a vote. 

SO. The Boards should modify their bylaws to describe all the opportunities lor 

public comment. The Boards should make as many opportunities (or public comment 

available as poSSible, consistent with the Boards' obligation to conduct business in an 

orderly fashion. 

51. L1GB and CBEE should t?stablish a mailing list to facilitate a systematic way by 

which interested members of the public can request and receive any documents (rom a 

meeting that they could not attend. If the costs become exorbitant, the Boards may 

charge a lee or deposit (or a copy of a public record l pursuant to Government Code 

§ 11125.1(e). 
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52. Public purpose program surcharge funds collected for RD&D programs 

administered by the CEC should be sent by the utilities directly to the CEC's "Public 

Interest Research, Development and Den\onstration Program Fund" trust account 

established tor these funds, unless otherwise directed by the Legislature or the 

Commission. RD&D payments should be nlade on or before the following datcs in the. 

specified amounts, unless othcrwise directed by the Legislature Or the CommiSsion! 

RD&D Fuuds PG&E Edisoll SnC&E Total 
($ Mill/OilS) 

115198 $5.94 $5.61 $0.78 $12.36 
3131198 5.94. 5.64 0.78 12.36 
6/30198 5.94 5.64 0.78 12.36 
9/30/98 5.94 ·5.61 0.78 1~.36 . 

12/31198 5.94 5.64 0.78 12.36 
3/31199 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
6/30/99 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
9/30/99 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

1213119~ 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
3131100 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
6/30/00 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
9130/00 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

12/31100 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
3/31101 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
6/30/01 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 
9/30/01 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

12131101 7.425 7.05 0.975 15.45 

TOTALS: $118.80 $112.80 $15.60 $247.20 
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53. The public purpose program surcharge funds collected for the renewables 

programs administered by the CEC should be sent by the utilities directly to theCEC's 

"Public Interest Renewable Resource Technologies Fund" trust account established (or 

these funds, unless otherwise directed by the Legislature or the Commission. Pa}'ments 

should be made on or before the following dates in the specified amounts, unless 

otherwiSe dire<:ted by the Legislature or the Commission: 

Reltewable PGl':IE Edisoll SDG&E Total 
FUllds ($.\fi/lions) 

1/5198 $9.60 $9.90 $2.40 $21.90'-
3131198 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 
6/30/98 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 
9/30/98 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 

12131198 9.60 9.90 2.40 21.90 
3/31199 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
6130/99 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
9130/99 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 

12131199 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
3/31100 . 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
6/30/00 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
9/30/00 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 

12131100 12.00 12.375 3.00 27.375 
3/31101 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 . 
6/30/01 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 
9/30/01 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 

U/31101 12.00 19.125 3.00 34.125 
Subtotals: $192.00 $225.00 $48.00 $465.00 

On or before 3131/2002 $75.00 

TOTAL: $540.00 
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5-1. If a need arises for an acceleration of the payment schedules listed in the Joint 

Slatement, CEC, SDG&E, PG&E, and SCE should work to achieve an afceptable 

replacement payment schedule. They should come back to the Commission if an 

acceptable resolution cannot be reached. 

55. In light of the issues addressed in today's decision, the assigned ALJ should 

consider whether revisions to the current procedural schedule are required. 

56. In order to nlove expeditiously in implementing our policy goals, this order 

should be effective today. 

INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED thai: 

1. The Cali(omia Board (or Energy Efficiency (eBEE) and the Low-Inconle 

Governing Board (UGB), collectively referred to as "the Boards," shall recommend to 

the Commission the schedule for the transfer o( functions, funding, assets, and program 

commitments from utilities to the new administrators and the phase-out of utility 

programs, as appropriate. The Boards shall manage this transfer consistent with our 

current policies and demand-side managen\ent (DSM) rules, or any modifications 

thereof nlade in this proceeding. 

2. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Edison Company 

(SCE), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) shall continue as interim 

administrators of energy efficiency and low-income assistance progr.lms until 

October 1, 1998 and January 1, 1999, respectively, and are authorized to use public 

purpose surcharge funds for this purpose. Some programs or aclivilies currently 

administered by PG&E, seE, and SDG&E may transition earlier to the new 

administrators, depending upon the tr.\Ilsfer schedule recommended by the Boards and 

adopted by the Commission. 

3. CBEE and UGB shall each submit an updated status report on the transition to 

new administr.ltors by April 1, 1998 and September J, 1998, respectively. The reports 
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shall be filed at the Commission's Docket Office and served on the Special Public 

Purpose service list in this proceeding. 

4. PG&E, seE, SIx;&E, and Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) shall 

prepare monthly reports comparing authorized funding (or energy efCiciency and low

income assistance programs with actual (onlmitnients and expenditures. These reports 

shall be filed at the Commission's Docket OUice and served on the Special Publk 

Purpose service list in this proceeding on the first of the month, begitming November I, 

1997, until the new administrators are in place. Copies shall be submitted to the Boards. 

5. PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, and SoCal, as part of a joint planning process with CBEE, 

shall (ile applications on October I, 1997 on DSM ptogram. plans pursuant to the 

Assigned Commissioner's RttHng dated August I, 1997 and as described in this 

decision. The procedural schedule for addressing the October 1 applications and CBEE 

recommendations shall be determined by the assigned Adn'linistra'tive Law Judge (ALJ), 

in consultation with the Assigned Commissioner. The filing of these applications shall 

replace lhe existing Advice leiter process for energ}' efficiency programs. The existing 

Advice Letter process shall continue to apply to low-income assistance programs. 

6. SoCal shall remove proposals to modify shareholder incentive mechanisms and 

other rules (e.g., measurement protocols and funding flexibilit}, niles) from the Annual 

Earnings Assessment Proceeding (AEAP), Application 97-05-026 and indude them in 

the October I, 1997 application for 1998 program plans, as described in this dedsion. 

7. Existing DSM rules, including shareholder incentive mechanisms shall apply to 

utility DSM programs and activities during 1998 unless modified by Commission order. 

8. As described in this decision, 1997 DSM program expenditures and 

commitments for PG&ll, SCE, SDG&E, and SoCal shaH be limited to 100% of authorized 

levels. This limit shall apply to any gas or electric expenditures made in 1997 and to 

any financial comn\itments made during the 1997 operation of 1997 energy efficiency 

progr<\n\s. 

9. The foJlowing contr.". payout end dates are approved, subject to modification 

after CBEn has conferred further wilh the utilities on the issue of inspection and 
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verification. These dates shall apply to both gas and electric energy efficiency 

progr.lnlS, including those currently operated by $oCal. 

• For 1997 New Construction programs, December 31,1998. 

• For 1997 Energy Manasement Scrvices programs, December 31,1997. 

• For 1997 Energy Efficiency Incentive programs, not pertaining to 
contracts associated with Commission-approved DSM pilot bidding 
programs, July 1,1998. 

• For all other activities funded (rom DSM accounts, DcceIllbcr 31, 1997. 

10. If CBEE recommends (urther modifications to the contract payout end dates 

adopted by this decision, it shall notify the Conlmission by filing a statement with the 

Commission's Docket Oliice no tater than Dc<ember I, 1997. Copies shall be served on 

the Special Purpose Service list in this procCt..~ing. 

11. By October 15, 1997, as a supplement to their October 1, 1997 applications, 

PG&E, SDG&E, SCE, and SoCa) shall: 

• Propose a cosl-accotmting process that will work in concert with the 
cost-accounting process for transferring surcharge funds to accounts 
designated for CBEll activities in 1998, with no commingling of 
surcharge funds with non-energy effidenqt activities unless approved 
by the Commission; 

• Identify the size, liming, and causes of pre-I998 commitments and 
identify the assets or expe<:ted revenues that could help fund or o((set 
those commitmentlevefs during 1998. I'G&E, SDG&E, and SCE shall 

. update the data in their June 9 filings; 

• Present updated estimates of carryover funds, by progr.1m ccltegorYi 
and 

• Propose an accounling mechanism to tr.1ck the 1998 costs associated 
with pre-I998 program commitments. 

These supplemental filings shall be filed at the Commission's Docket Office and served 

on the Special Public Purpose service list in this proceeding. Parties shaH have ten days 

from the date of filing to file comments on the supplemental information. 
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12 .. PG&E1 SDG&E1 seE" and SoCal shall modify the scope and content of their 

Annual DSM Reports to include a scparcltc section identified as pre-I998 progrclm 

commilments. The utililies shall work with CBEE to ensure reporting consistency and 

continuity between. the utility June 9 filings, the October 1 filings (and supplement) and 

April O5M reports: 

13. Additional start-up funds for each Board shall be proVided by PG&E
1 
seE, and 

SDG&E in the following amounts: 

LlGB CBEE 

Pacific Gas and Electric $235,600 $262 .. 120 

Southern California Edison 235,600 262,120 

San Diego Gas & Electric 117,800 131,060 

Total: $589,000 $655,300 

14. PG&E and seE shall pay all bills (or CBEE and UGB, respectively. SCE and 

SDG&E shalllrclns[er their CBEE funding allocations to PG&E, and PG&E and SDG&E 

shaH trans[er their LIGB funding aHocations to SCE. 

15. The Energy Division shall conduct financial and administrative audits of 1997, 

1998, and 1999 operations for both Boards. The Energy Division may hire consultants to 

perform these audits if the audits cannot be pcrformed by Commission staff and shall 

use energy effidency and low-income assistance surcharge funds [or this purpose. The 

Energy Division shall report audit results for 1997 and make recommendations to the 

Commission no later than July 1 .. 1998. Audit results and recommendations for 1998 

and 1999 shall be reported by July 1, 1999 and July I, 2000, respectively. 

16. CBEB shall anlend the fourth sentence of Article 2.1 of its proposed bylaws to 

read: 

liThe purpose of the Board is to sen'c in an advisory capacity to the 
cruc, in which the Board make recon\mendations to the Commission 
concerning the independent administration of energy efficiency 
programs designed to transform the market by privatizing the provision 
of cost-effective energy services by Ca) promoting a vibrant self-sufficient 
energy emdenc), industry through programs that encourage ~irect 
interactions and negotiatioJ\S between private energy efficiency providers 
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and customers, and (b) promoting the 'upstream' market (e.g., 
manufacturers and retailers) so that energy efficient products and 
services arc available and advertised by private vendors and builders. /I 

17. CBEE shall define the role and expected activities of the administrators 

consistent with the description of general functions articulated in 0.97-02-014, as 

clarified by this decision. Specifically, the energy efficiency program administrator or 

administrators shall perform the following general (unctions: 

• Assist the Board in selecting various projects; 
• Pay mot~h~s to and verify program milestones/performance indicafors; 
• Manage any Standard Offers; 
• Collect the funds and manage the bank account; 
• Provide administrative support to CBERi and 
• Refrain from delivering energy solulio]\s. . 

Under the new administrative structure, project development and agreements 

with customers shall be Jeft to pri\'ate companies. CBEE shall obtain qualified analytic 

support services to review pragranl eflectiveness, rather than delegate that {unction to 

the program administrators. 

18. In addition to other modifications to Board start-up documents required by 

today's decision, the Boards' bylaws shall be darified to explicitly state the following: 

a. the Boards act in a purely advisory capacity and have no 
decision making authority over policy or program issues. 

b. the CommissiQn has sole authority over the regulated utilities 
involved in the progr.lms. 

c. the Board members arc at all times subject to the direction, 
controt and approval of the Commission while performing 
their duties and actions taken by the Boards. 

d. the circumstances under which the Boards seck Commission 
review and approval before moving forward with their duties 
shall include: 

(1) determination and naming of Board membershipi 

(2) approval of Board filings (charters, bylaws, ~ncluding 
Board tllember reimbursement guidelines and conflict of 
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interest rules, trust agreements, etc.) and amendments 
thereto as required by the Commission; 

(3) approval of Board operating budgets; 

(4) approval of all guIdelines, including proposed 
modifications (0 DSM rules .. that delineate the scope of 
energy eltidency ot low-irtconle assistClnce activities that 
will be eligible lot funding, that define a1location and 
accounting principles, including applicable cost
clfectiveness criteria l that specify how administrative 
performance shall be 1l1onitored and evaluatedl and that 
establish rules governing affiliate roles, potential (onnicts 
of interestl market power abuse and self-dealing; 

(5) approval of the RFPs (or program adn\inistration; and 

(6) appro"al of the contracts with selected program 
administrators. 

19. The Boards shall modify Section 4.1 of their proposed bylaws to read as follows 

(additions underlined): 

4.1 Duties. The Board shall have the following duties and 
responsibilities. \Vhile performing these duties and 
responsibilities, the Board members are at an HOles subject to the 
direction. control and approval of the CPUc. The CPUC has: alt 
1201icy and I2rO&r.10\ dedsionmaking authority. The Board shan 
act in an advisory capacity to the CPuc. 

20. CBER shall modify Section 8.1 of its bylaws to read as (ollows (additions 

underlined): 

8.1 The Board shall have the power to carry out its duties ant! 
responsibilities as specified in Scction 4.1 of these bylaws. The 
Board shall not have the authority to direct utility distribution 
companies to act or refrain (rom acting. Such authority shall 
remain solely with the CPuc. 

21. L1GB and CBEE shall revise their proposed byJa\\s and othet starHlp 

documents consistent with today's ordct, and file those documents together with 

proposed trust agre<>ments as compliance filings for Commission review. These 
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compliance filings shaH be filed at the Commission Docket Office and served on the 

Special Public Purpose service Jist in this proceeding no later than twenty days from the 

effective date of today's order. Parties may file comments on the compliance filings no 

later than ten days therealter. 

22_ The Boards' compliance-filings shaH contain markings that dearly indicate all 

language changes to the documents presented in the Boards' July 18,1997 start-up 

filings. The Boards shall prepare a table of cross-references between the language 

modifications or darifications required by today's decision and the location of specific 

language complying with those requirements in the compliance documents. The 

Commission shall inform the Boards of the results of its review by a leiter from 

Executive OirC(tor, or by Commission decision or resolution, as deen\ed appropriate by 

the assigned Commissioner in consultation with the assigned ALJ. 

23. As described in this decision, UGB and CBEE shall initiate steps to request a 

presubmission conference with the Intemal Revenue Service (IRS) to address any 

concerns the IRS may have regarding the use ol a trusts or other chosen legal structure, 

and to explain why the chosen structure is appropriate under state law to carry out the 

Commission's purpose. Following a presubmission conference with the IRS, the CBEE, 

and UGB shall provide the Commission with a status repOlt and further 

recommendations, as appropriate, regarding the issue of legal structure and tax-exempt 

status. The report and rC<'ommendations shall be filed in this proceeding and served on 

the Special Public Purpose service list. Thc first report shall bc filed no later than 

January 1,1998, and c\'ery three months thereafter until no longer needed. 

24. The utilities shaH continue to make payments from the accounts set up to record 

and track the Boards' start-up funds, up to the starHlp (unding le\'els approved in 

0.97·04-044 and augmented by today's decision. Pursuant to D.97·05-041, if a contract 

needs to be executed, the Board shall select the provider, and the designated utility who 

signs the contract shall not have any specific right to veto the selection. The utility shall 

bc responsible for making payments to the prOVider. 
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25. 0.97-05-041 shall be modified by deleting the words "or for a long term" from 

the first fuJI paragraph of Section 4. Procedures for Obtaining Staff Resources (mimro., 

p.4.) 

26. On an- interim basis, UGB and CBEE shan comply with th~ Fair Political 

Practices Commission standard Conflict of Interest Cod~, 2 Cal. Code of Regulations 

§ 18730. For purposes of applying 2 Cal. Code of Regulations § 18730, LIGB and CBEE 

shall define "designated employees" to include all members of their respective Boards. 

UGB and CBEE shall use the disclosure categories proposed by UGB and enumerated 

in this decision. The conflict of interest rules we adopt today shall apply to UGB and 

CBEE until such time as they are either affirmed as final rules or modified by 

Commission order. Each Board shall designate a representative who will be responsible 

for obtaining the necessary reporting and disclosure (orms (rom the Commission/s 

filing officer. 

27. LIGB shall modify Section 3.6 and CBEE shall modify Articles 3.2,3.3, and 3.6 of 

its bylaws as follows: 

a. Section 3.6 (UGB) and Artide 3.2 (CBEE) shall be modified to read: 

lIThe CPUC shall appoint all Board members, who shall be 
chosen from nominees submitted by the Board and by 
interested members of the general public. 1ne Board shall 
publish notice sceking nominees to the Board in the CPUC 
daily ca)endar at least thirty (30) days prior to September I, 
1999 for Board tern\s beginning January 1,1000, and shall 
publish (omparabJ~ written notice in the CPUC Daily 
Calendar seeking nominees (or all other Board positions which 
shall become available'" 

b. Article 3.3 (CBEE) shall be modified to add the clause "solicited in 
accordance with Article 3.2" aft('( the phrase IINew Board member 
nominations." 

c. Article 3.6 (CBER) shall be modified to read as follows: 

"If a Public Seat is vacated, the Board shall solidt nominations 
of candidates to fill such vacancy in accordance with the 
provisions of ArUde3.2, and shall {on\'ard such nominations, 
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including the Board's own recommendations~ to the CPUC (or 
approval:' 

28. The per diem pro\'isions adopted in 0.97-04-044 (or Board meetings shall be 

extended to Board subcommittee meetings that comply with the Bagley-Keene Open 

lvJccling Act (Bagley-Keene) until December 31, 1998, unless extended by further 
-

Commission order. Per diem shall not be extended to Board member attendance at 

Advisory Committee meetings. 

29. The Boards' proposed reimbursement rules for expenses shaH be modified as 

f01l0ws: 

a. The first sentence of the proposed rutes (under "Reasonable 
Expenses"), which reads: "Reasonable expenses o( all Board 
members related to attendance and participation in Board activities 
\\fiJI be teimbursed tl shall be replaced with the following: 

"ReasonabJe expenscs of Board members related to 
attendance and participation in Board activities will be 
reimbursed as described in this section. Until December 31, 
1998, unless extended by Commission order, the proVisions 
of this section shaH also apply to expenses of Board 
members related to attendance and participation in Board 
subcommittee meetings that arc public and noticed in 
accordance with the proVisions of the Bagley-Keene Open 
Meeting Act." 

b. CBEE shan include the higher reimbursement Jimit of $110.00 plus 
lax for lodging per night for state-designated high cost areas, 
including San Fr ancis(o. 

c. CBEE and LlGB shall delete references to "support services" incurred 
h}' Board members. 

d. CBEE and LlGB shall darify that the procedures Eor invoice payment 
are the same for both reimbursement of Board member per diem and 
expcnS('s and (or expenses incurred by consu1ting and support 
services pursuant to contracts negotiated, signed and approved by 
the Board. 

30. CBEn shall delete the second sentence of Article 3, Section 3.7 of its proposed 

bylaws, that reads: "Accordingly the State will provide legal representation to such 
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persons through the office of the California Attorney General, and will indemnify such 

persons (or any losses incurred by reason of any act or failure to act occurring within 

the scope of the services they perform (or the Board." 

31. The affiliate rules applicable to programs and funding administered by the 

Boards shall be developed in this procccding, until (urther notice. To facilitate 

coordination with deVelopments in Rulemaking (R.) 97-0-I-Oll/Investigation (I.) 

97-04-012, the Boards shall serve copies of their proposed a((iliate transaction rules on 

the service list in that pro<:ccding, and the assigned Administrative Law Judge shall 

solidt comments on those filings (rom parties to R.97-04-0l1/1.97-04-012. 

3i. In their October 1,1997 applications, PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, and SoCa) shall 

include descriptions of their plans to coordinate customer information services 

regarding energy efficiency with their plans to educate customers about their chokes 

(or energy, i.e.} the Commission's Customer Education Plan. The utility's message 

content shall conform to the Commission's changed goats (or energy efficiency, as 

stated in Finding of Fact I in 0.97-02-014. 

33. CBEE and LIGB shall modify their bylaws and other start-up documents to 

cOnforfi\ with the requirements of the Bagley-Keene, as described in Section 17 of this 

decision. 

34. The Boards comply with all provisions set forth in Go\'emment Code 

§ 11123(b)(I)(A)-(F) if there is any tel«on(erencing during a meeting. The Boards 

should incorporate these specific requirements in their Proposed Bylaws and Operating 

Rules (if applicable). 

35. The Boards shall be prohibited (rom teleconferencing if there is no quorum 

present in one location, despite what is permitted by Government Code § 11123. 

36. Both the CBEE and the UGB shall stale in their Proposed Bylaws and Operating 

Rules (as applicable) that attendance by teleconferencing is not permitted on or after 

January I, 1998, unless the Legislature reenacts the provisions of Go\'ernment Code 

§ 11 123(b). 

37. The CBJm shaH modify its " a minimum of four votes" rule as foHows: 
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"Decisions shaH be made by majority vole or sllpermajority 
vole (as provided for in the operating rules) of those voting 
members present, provided that no measure shall pass 
unless, under all circumstances, a minimum of four members 
vote in support of the measure." 

38. The following language in Article 5.3 of the CBEE's Proposed Bylaws and 

Section 6.4 of the UGB's Proposed Bylaws shall be deleted: 

JlA meeting at which a quorum is initially present may transact 
business notwithstanding the withdrawal of n\(~mbersJ if any 
aclioJi taken is approved by at least a majority of the required 
quorum for the meeting." 

39. The CBEE shall modify its Operating Rules to eliminate the pOSSibility that a 

\'ote could occlIr when there is tess a quorum present. 

40. CBEE shall remove the language "or the member's representative" [rom 

Article 5.3 of its proposed byla\\'s and any other references to voting by proxy, 

including for Institutional Members. 

41. CBEE and UGB shall modify their bylaws to describe all the opportunities (or 

public comment, and make such opportunities available consistent with their 

obligation to conduct business in an orderly fashion. 

42. As soon as practicable, UGB and CBEE shall establish a mailing list 10 facilitate a 

systematic way by which interested members of the public can request and re<'eive any 

documents from a meeling that they could not attend. If the costs become exorbitant, 

the Boards may charge a fee or deposit for a copy of a public rc(:ord, pursuant to 

Government Code § 11125.1(e). 

43. No later than 14 days from the effective dale of this dedsion l SDG&E, SCE, and 

PG&E shall submit advice letters establishing ratemaking mechanisms to implenll'nt the 

transfer of funds for RenewabJes and Research l Deve10pment and Demonstration
l 
as set 

forth in this decision. 
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44. The assigned ALI shall hold a further implementation workshop to address 

scheduling and procedural issues, as soon as practicable. In the meantime, the Boards 

shall (ontinue working towards the procedural milestones established by assigned ALI 

and Assigned Comrnissioner rulings. 

This otder is effective today. 

Dated SCptember 24, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 

JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY ~f. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Comnl.issiorters 

Comn\issiortcr P. Gregory Conlon, being 
necessarily absent, did not partidpate. 
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